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New Tunisian government
assumes office, faces uphill task
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

Y

oussef Chahed, at 40
years of age Tunisia’s
youngest prime minister
in 60 years, formally assumed his duties August
30th and immediately started navigating the daunting socio-economic
and security challenges facing Tunisia.
Chahed took charge of Tunisia’s
seventh cabinet in five years following approval by the country’s
fractious parliament. He must now
tackle problems that have accumulated since the overthrow of president Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali in 2011,
as well as long-simmering issues
— including youth unemployment
and regional development imbalances — that date back decades.
Of immediate concern is the risk
of financial insolvency and social
discontent over unkept promises
by successive governments.
The day before taking office
Chahed was reminded of the terror
problem when jihadists ambushed
an army unit.
Many Tunisian analysts said
Chahed must perform a juggling
act with an extraordinary degree
of diplomacy and political shrewdness if he hopes to balance the diametrically opposed pressure from
the country’s combative trade unions with the demands of international financial institutions such as
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF).
The IMF and the World Bank “are
perfectly aware of the nation’s financial situation and the drift of
the public”, Chahed acknowledged.
The country that currently cannot afford big spending policies
needs to secure the disbursement
of a $2.9 billion IMF loan agreed to
in June.
“We need to resume talks with
[the IMF] to explain better the new
context to try to find together the
appropriate solutions,” Chahed
said.

Tunisia’s new Prime Minister Youssef Chahed (R) and Tunisian President Beji Caid Essebsi at the
Carthage Palace near Tunis, on August 31st.
The reform package requested by
the IMF includes austerity measures that are unpopular with trade
unions but Chahed is counting on
“dialogue” to avoid future instability. Tunisian General Labour Union (UGTT) spokesman Sami Tahri
warned that the unions “will fight

Many Tunisian
analysts said Chahed
must perform a
juggling act with an
extraordinary degree
of diplomacy and
political shrewdness.

any policies that add more hardship to workers. This is a just cause
in which the union and the people
will come out as winners.”
Economists say Tunisia could be
compelled to implement austerity
measures, including the reduction
of the 650,000-person public sector workforce and trimming of civil
service salaries by up to 12% in order to meet IMF conditions.
Chahed also has pledged to fight
corruption. Chawki Tabib, head
of the anti-graft body INLC, told
Agence France-Presse that corruption and poor governance standards in public contracts cost Tunisia
nearly $1 billion a year.
Tunisian President Beji Caid
Essebsi, who was behind the initiative to form the national unity

government, is likely to remain the
Chahed government’s main backer
as the new prime minister negotiates with the trade unions and the
seven political parties that are represented in the new cabinet.
The president recognises that the
government must assume the main
responsibility for success or failure.
“After the formation of this new
cabinet, a positive message must
be sent to the Tunisian people
that there is a change in the ways
of managing the government and
quick decisions must be taken,”
Caid Essebsi said.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.
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Muslims gather in Mecca for annual haj
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

M

uslim pilgrims from
across the world are
gathering in Mecca for
the annual haj, with
safety
precautions
dominating authorities’ agenda
ahead of the annual pilgrimage.
The haj is Islam’s fifth pillar; a
ritual Muslims should perform at
least once in their lifetime. Muslims
believe successfully completing the
pilgrimage, usually over five days
during Dhu al-Hijjah, the last month
of the Islamic calendar, gives the
worshipper a place in paradise.
As of August 31st, 866,633 pilgrims had arrived in Saudi Arabia,
the majority of whom travelled by
air; 26,525 pilgrims went by land
and another 9,465 made their way
by sea, according to the Saudi General Directorate of Passports.

The haj in 2015 was marred by a
number of tragic incidents. Two
weeks before the pilgrimage started, a crane in the Grand Mosque in
Mecca collapsed in heavy winds,
killing 107 people. That was followed by the deadliest stampede
in haj history. Saudi officials said it
led to the death of more than 700
pilgrims. However, independent
estimates put the death toll at more
than 2,000.

hour affair, local media reported
The Saudi Director-General of
Civil Defence Lieutenant-General

Suleiman bin Abdullah al-Amr said
the agency had completed security
preparations for the haj season and

As of August 31st,
866,633 pilgrims
had arrived in the
kingdom.
Because of the stampede, one of
the main rituals of the haj will be
under tighter control. The symbolic
stoning of the devil will have a set
schedule, according to the Ministry
of Haj, and will no longer be a 24-

Algerian pilgrims wait at Algiers airport on August 29th, 2016,
ahead of their departure to the annual haj in the Islamic holy
cities of Mecca and Medina in Saudi Arabia.

that the comprehensive emergency plan prepared after last year’s
events was in place. Head of Haj
Preparatory Committee Hisham alFalih has inspected all haj-related
sites in Mecca, according to the Saudi Press Agency..
More than 17,000 security personnel will be participating in this
year’s haj, with thousands of others
from the kingdom’s Civil Defence
on standby.
The Saudi branch of the Red Crescent (SRCA) has allocated eight air
ambulances for the transportation
of sick pilgrims and for use in case
of serious emergencies.
According to the Saudi Gazette,
the SRCA has deployed 2,459 members of its staff in Mecca, Medina
and other holy sites to provide services to pilgrims.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.
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New Tunisian government faces immediate challenges
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

bout 40 al-Qaeda assailants came down from
a mountain in northwestern Tunisia to ambush a military convoy,
killing three soldiers just days after
the country’s seventh government
in five years received parliament’s
endorsement.
Tunisian
Defence
Ministry
spokesman Belhassen Oueslati said
the attackers were from the Okba
Ibn Nafaa Brigade, the Tunisian affiliate of al-Qaeda in the Islamic
Maghreb (AQIM).
About 14km from that attack, at
least three suspected Islamic State
(ISIS) militants were spotted near
police and military outposts in Kasserine, which has been a hotbed of
social unrest. Government troops
subsequently killed two jihadists
and captured a third in a workingclass neighbourhood in Kasserine.

The new Tunisian
government is
confronted by the
terrorism challenge as
well as the risk of
social unrest.
Interior Ministry spokesman
Yasser Mosbah said the suspected
ISIS members used motorcycles to
survey police and army positions in
the city and stayed at ten different
safe houses to escape police surveillance.
The incidents were stark reminders of the threat terrorism poses for
the new government of Prime Minister Youssef Chahed, who received
a memo from his predecessor, Habib Essid, on the terrorism problem
as he was leaving office.
“The terrorism phenomenon is
a severe and dangerous phenomenon which has the ability to continue, develop and expand because
it is related to several issues and
regional and international dimensions that support and feed it,” Essid said in the memo, which was
released to the media.
“Terrorism has domestic bases
that sustain its development from
a pool of human sympathisers and
new recruits from jihadists returning from conflict zones abroad.”
With jihadists holed up in mountain hideouts, a difficult-to-control

Tunisia’s new Prime Minister Youssef Chahed (R) and outgoing premier Habib Essid take part in the handing-over ceremony in Carthage,
on August 31st.
border with Libya and hundreds of
people returning after fighting in
Syria, Iraq and Libya, Tunisia has
become a ripe target for extremist
Islamists.
Since the “Arab spring” dawned
on Tunisia in 2011, militants loyal
to AQIM or ISIS have been hiding
out in the mountains near the Algerian border. The Tunisian Army has
found it difficult to dislodge them
and has lost dozens of soldiers in
the process.
The chaos in neighbouring Libya,
where rival militias — some openly
loyal to ISIS — are vying for power
and oil wealth, has hit Tunisia hard.
In some border areas, contraband
smuggling with Libya is the only
source of income and closing the
border is effectively impossible.

Tunisian media quoted security
officials as saying that “hundreds”
of ISIS members, who were trained
in Libya, were preparing to infiltrate Tunisia to carry out attacks
with the help of sleeper cells in Tunisian cities, including Sousse and
other coastal towns.
The officials said security forces
had foiled attempts by jihadists to
infiltrate Tunisia from Libya in recent months.
The new Tunisian government is
confronted by the terrorism challenge as well as the risk of social
unrest. The main trade unions are
clamouring for more jobs in the
bloated public sector and wage
increases in the private sector at
a time the government is contemplating austerity measures that

include firing workers and cutting
salaries.
Chahed has yet to get support
to tackle such unrest from his
nominal allies in the Government
of National Unity. His cabinet is
theoretically backed by seven political groups and three main social
organisations, including the Tunisian General Labour Union (UGTT).
Their effective support is far from
guaranteed.
The UGTT warned the government against taking austerity
measures and called for the hiring of thousands of employees in
government, education, health
and other social sectors. It urged
authorities to increase the salaries
of workers in the ailing tourism industry.

Even Rached Ghannouchi, head
of Islamist Ennahda party, which
is the main partner in the ruling
government, told the inhabitants
of the Gafsa region, another hotbed
of unrest, on August 28th that they
should not go hungry while phosphate production is shipped out of
their province.
The new prime minister is aware
of the risks ahead. “We will not
allow interruption of production
at any factory and we will be firm
and severe in dealing with illegal
strikes and sit-ins,” Chahed warned
lawmakers on August 26th. “If the
situation continues like this, then
in 2017 we will need a policy of
austerity and dismiss thousands
of public sector employees and impose new taxes.”

Clearing Sirte of ISIS presents Sarraj with an opportunity
The Arab Weekly staff

Tunis

L

ibya’s
internationally
backed Government of
National Unity (GNA) faces a make-or-break legitimacy test when militias
aligned with it attempt to clear out
Islamic State fighters from the central coastal city of Sirte, analysts
said.
Misrata militias allied with the
GNA appear to have cornered Islamic State (ISIS) fighters in Sirte
with the help of nearly a month
of US air strikes. US Marine AH1W SuperCobra helicopters have
been dispatched to help eliminate
the extremists holed up in densely
populated buildings.

Analysts say that GNA
must decide quickly
on how to run Sirte
after the city is freed
from ISIS.
ISIS fighters have retreated “to
the densest, most built-up part
of the city,” a US Defense Department official told the Washington
Post. “[The AH-1W] is a platform

that lends itself well to that kind of
mission.”
Libyan and foreign experts said
they saw evidence to back statements by Misrata forces’ spokesmen about taking control of Sirte
within days after more than three
months of an offensive that stalled
in July before receiving a military
boost from the United States.
Political analyst Ahmed Ibrahim
Fakih said a victory against ISIS in
Sirte would present Libyan Prime
Minister-designate Fayez al-Sarraj
with an opportunity to cobble together the basis of a national army
from the militias.
“This step is necessary for those
who want to unify the country.
There is no alternative to this step
of bringing together this component of the national army with the
other part in the east,” Fakih said.
The most immediate barrier to
creating such a force is the renegade role being played by General
Khalifa Haftar, who commands the
rump of the National Libyan Army
of the ousted dictator Muammar
Qaddafi and is based in the country’s east.
The Presidential Council, which
heads the GNA, wants Haftar to
accept its leadership over the military while he and his supporters
want him to be recognised leader

Libyan Prime Minister-designate Fayez al-Sarraj (3rd L) visits
forces fighting Islamic State in Sirte, on August 31st.
of the national army.
“I concluded after discussions
with officials close to the Presidential Council and leaders of the
militias that the fate of the forces
that are fighting in Sirte depends
on a wise decision to be taken by
the Presidential Council,” said Alaa
Farouk, a Libyan security analyst.
He pointed out the rapid advances against ISIS in Sirte by GNA’s al-

lied forces in comparison to the
stalemate of the campaign of Haftar’s forces against radical Islamists in Benghazi and Derna.
In contrast to the GNA and the
Presidential Council, which sought
an alliance with some Islamist
militias to try to rebuild state institutions in Tripoli, Haftar sees
Islamists as “terrorists” he must
eradicate to stabilise Libya after

five years of chaos.
Sirte was severely damaged during the anti-Qaddafi uprisings in
2011, with the UN refugee agency
estimating that it suffered more
material damage than any other
Libyan city.
The tribes associated with the
city — the Qadhadhfa and Furjan — are linked to Qaddafi’s rule.
As such, they were discriminated
against by post-Qaddafi authorities who invested little in Qaddafi’s
home town, before ISIS seized it in
February 2015.
The wealthiest families of Sirte
have deserted the town for fear of
revenge attacks by radical Islamist
militias
Analysts say that GNA must decide quickly on how to run Sirte after the city is freed from ISIS. Were
it to leave it to the Misrata militias
to decide who is to manage the city
affairs, that would revive grudges
of the city’s population, which
blames Misrata militias for having
abandoned the city to ISIS as a way
to punish the people.
Its control by triumphant Misrata militias would fuel more conflict
in the eastern oil basin and unravel
the fragile balance of political and
tribal powers on which Sarraj’s
government sets its authority, the
Libyan experts said.
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Rare overtures between Morocco and Algeria
Saad Guerraoui

London

A

lgerian President Abdelaziz Bouteflika and
Moroccan King Mohammed VI have exchanged
rare cordial messages,
sparking speculation the rival
Maghreb powers may begin to ease
decades of tension in the face of a
resurgent jihadist threat.
Relations between Algeria and
Morocco have been tense since Algerian independence in 1962. The
neighbours fought a brief border
war a year later, but it is the issue
of Morocco’s 1975 annexation of the
former Spanish colony of Western
Sahara that has dogged relations
between the two for more than four
decades.
Algeria backs claims for independence for the mostly desert
territory while Morocco says it has
sovereignty. Morocco closed the
border with Algeria in 1994 fearing
the spillover of Islamist violence
and Algeria has refused to open it
again.

“We need today this
very spirit of
solidarity with Algeria
amid the current
circumstances.”
King Mohammed VI
The public overtures between
the two began with the Algerian
president, who expressed “Algeria’s
eagerness to work with Morocco
towards strengthening bilateral relations for progress, development
and prosperity”.
In reply, King Mohammed VI reminded both countries of their solidarity in the fight against colonial
power France in the 1950s and early
1960s.
“We need today this very spirit
of solidarity with Algeria due to
the current circumstances through
which the Arab peoples and the
Maghreb region live to face the
challenges of development and
common security threats,” King
Mohammed VI said in his address
marking the anniversary of the Revolution of the King and the People
Hundreds of militants from Morocco and Algeria have travelled to
Syria and Libya to join Islamic State
(ISIS) forces there and if they return
they could pose a major threat to

Moroccan King Mohammed VI speaking on the 63rd anniversary of the Revolution of the King and the People.
security.
The messages between King Mohammed VI and Bouteflika could
mark the beginning of the end to
the strained ties between Algeria
and Morocco, observers said.
“President Bouteflika and King
Mohammed VI exchanged ‘very
elegant’ messages that were seen
as unusual for observers of relations between Algeria and Morocco.
Some analysts read from the ab-

sence of the Western Sahara issue
in the speech of the king a willingness of Morocco to mend ties with
Algeria,” said Algeria’s el Khabar
daily in a commentary.
Khalid Chiate, a professor of international relations at Mohammed I University of Oujda in Morocco, told Al-Arab newspaper that
the king’s message highlighted the
need for Moroccan-Algerian ties to
return to normal.

“The reference to the ties between the two peoples is a reminder to politicians, particularly Algerians, that they cannot circumvent
the future,” said Chiate.
With Algeria facing possible instability due to uncertainty over
who will succeed the ailing 79-yearold Bouteflika, there is an added incentive to normalise relations.
“If anything happens in Algeria,
it could seriously affect Morocco

in one way or another,” said Ali Bahaijoub, director of the Centre for
Euro-Mediterranean and African
Studies in London.
The opening of the land border
between the two countries would
be an important step towards normalisation, analysts said.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

Algeria, Morocco and the distant prospect of normalisation

View poi nt

Mohamed
Alaoui

C

an Algeria bypass its
long-ingrained
complex and re-evaluate its relations with
Morocco based on
common interests
instead of an out-of-date ideology? Can the Algerian regime use
a better language in dealing with
the Morocco dossier, which has
been unresolved for a long while?
These are questions the Algerian
leadership should ask itself.
Morocco had sent Algeria many
clear messages on the need for
normalisation between the two
countries, the most recent on
August 20th during the speech of
King Mohammed VI on the
occasion of the 63rd anniversary
of the Revolution of the King and
the People.

The normalisation of
ties between Algeria and
Morocco will not happen
overnight.

He stated that solidarity is the
main guarantor of building a
culture of neighbourly relations
between the two countries that
would overcome the cold-war
attitude during the second half of
the last century.
The king reminded Algeria of
Morocco’s support towards its
neighbour during the struggle for
independence from French
colonisation in the 1960s.
Morocco had postponed the
discussion of the borders until
Algeria became independent.
The sensitivity between the two
countries is created by the
dispute over the Western Sahara.
This issue — among others — can
be dealt with more realistically
but first gestures of goodwill,
such as the reopening of borders
that have been shut since the
early 1990s, must be shown. Is
Algeria ready to move in that
direction?
There are limits to what the
Moroccan side can offer to
re-establish ties with Algeria. The
existence of an artificial state that
breaks away from Moroccan
territories is not on the table for
discussion, no matter what the
pressures are.

Historically, there has never
been any separate political entity
whose decision-making is
independent of the central
government of the kingdom of
Morocco.
Many inside the Algerian
establishment do not want to
move towards having better
relations with Morocco because
they do not wish to give up their
ambition in establishing a
corridor that leads towards the
Atlantic Ocean via the Polisario.
The Algerian side sometimes
makes announcements that call
for rapprochement yet, at the
same time, uses its influence in
the African Union to undermine
the sovereignty of Morocco.
The visit of Moroccan officials
to Algeria on July 15th was an
indicator for the wish to establish
better security cooperation
between the two countries, which
are both facing terror threats.
Counterterrorism efforts along
the shared borders should not be
placed on Morocco’s shoulders
alone, especially given the
vulnerability of Algeria’s location,
which attracts terrorists and
smugglers crossing from Libya
and other countries.

Normalisation
requires
political
maturity
and the
show of
goodwill.

The Algerian side did not
appear to understand the nature
of the visit. It assumed that it has
the upper hand over Morocco,
forgetting that the security of the
region is a shared responsibility
and the risks and benefits will
affect all sides.
Algeria is the number one
country in North Africa that
should be concerned with the
spread of the threat of terror.
Algerian officials should get down
from their high horses and begin
visiting and coordinating with
other countries. This would be the
pragmatic thing to do for the sake
of Algeria’s own interests.
The normalisation of ties
between Algeria and Morocco will
not happen overnight. It requires
political maturity and the show of
goodwill. It requires Algeria to
meet Morocco half way.
Unfortunately, however, what
the reality of the situation tells us
is that the Algerian mindset has
not yet moved on from the cold
war barrier between it and
Morocco. It is this mentality that
is blocking progress.
Mohamed Alaoui is a Moroccan
writer.
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UAE launches pioneering programme to promote tolerance
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

T

he UAE cabinet in June
approved a pioneering
programme designed to
cultivate tolerance. The
programme sets out a
framework for nationwide collaboration between federal and local
entities to develop a strong government role as an “incubator” of tolerance; strengthen the role of the
family as an institution of nationbuilding; steer youth away from extremist narratives; enrich scientific
and cultural content in the everyday lives of its people; and support
international efforts in promoting
tolerance.
These objectives point to a multidimensional approach for promoting tolerance rather than simply
outsourcing it to a ministry of culture or a ministry of religious affairs
as has traditionally been done in
Muslim-majority countries.

The UAE’s steps
place the country at
the forefront of the
fight against
extremism.
The United Arab Emirates hopes
to go further still. It plans to set up a
Centre for Tolerance Studies, which
will be tasked with generating scientific and cultural content. It will
also draw up a Charter of Tolerance,
Coexistence and Peace to promote
cultural understanding and diversity to address violence, extremism
and racism.
Officials also said they would establish a Council of Tolerance to
develop policies and initiatives to
promote tolerance locally and internationally.
Public and private organisations
will be encouraged to develop toler-

ance-responsibility programmes in
the way many firms have social-responsibility programmes. The UAE
government aims to draw in and engage a broad range of stakeholders.
Properly executed, the approach
has great potential for producing socially positive outcomes.

UAE Minister of State
for Tolerance Sheikha
Lubna bint Khalid
al-Qasimi led a
delegation to the
Vatican in June.
The UAE’s steps place the country
at the forefront of the fight against
extremism, which is leaving many
governments and societies divided, confused and prone to extreme
right-wing nationalist politics. The
West is suffering from misplaced but
growing Islamophobia and much of
the Islamic world continues to provide explanations for the causes of
extremism rather than confronting this increasingly lethal menace
head-on.
The UAE is building on efforts of
the past few years, including the Hedayah Institute — billed as the first
international centre of excellence
for countering violent extremism —
established in Abu Dhabi in 2012.
UAE Minister of State for Tolerance Sheikha Lubna bint Khalid alQasimi led a delegation to the Vatican in late May, inviting Pope Francis
to visit the Emirates. Sheikha Lubna
has spoken of the importance of the
invitation for strengthening dialogue between cultures and respect
for values.
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid alMaktoum, UAE vice-president and
prime minister and ruler of Dubai,
posted on Twitter: “Our goal is to
protect our society from the winds
of ignorance and hatred blowing
around us. We aim to build a model
of tolerance in our region.”
Emirati society has flourished

Pope Francis receives at the Vatican, last May, Sheikha Lubna bint Khalid Al Qasimi, UAE minister of
State for Tolerance.
in large part because of its tolerant
spirit that enabled communities
and cultures from East and West to
be brought together and propel the
UAE into epicentre of development
in the Middle East. The principles
of tolerance have been instilled into
the national culture from the start
with the vision of the UAE founder
Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan al-Nahyan.
The UAE government’s recent steps
seek to build on that historical legacy explicitly.
Despite its legacy, however, the
UAE has not been immune to terrorist threats and extremist narratives. In March, a UAE security
court sentenced 38 members of a
terrorist cell inspired by a religious
fanatic for planning attacks around
the country. In December 2014,
a 38-year-old radicalised Emirati
woman was arrested for killing an

American woman and attempting to
plant a bomb in front of the home of
an American doctor. She has since
been executed.
“Tolerance is the basis for building societies and promoting values
of peaceful coexistence,” Sheikh
Mohammed wrote in an opinion
piece published in February. The
UAE aims to set an example for its
neighbours and herald a new golden
era for the Arab world in particular
through reinvigorating the spirit of
tolerance and cultivating a prosperous future through focusing on
youth development.
Youth figures importantly in the
UAE’s future vision and the government has been energetic in developing young leaders — the average age
of its cabinet members is 38 and the
story is little different with key public and private sector organisations

across the country. The Ministry of
Happiness, established in February
with the Ministry of Tolerance and
a Ministry of the Future, is led by
Ohood al-Roumi, a 22-year-old Emirati woman.
The UAE has become a regional
hub of thought leadership and innovation in governance issues as well
as business. Aside from hosting the
World Government Summit — a forum that explores the agenda for future governments to better harness
innovation and technology to solve
governance challenges and support
of human development — in Dubai
every year, the UAE is actually walking the walk.
Sabahat Khan is based in Dubai and
maintains a cross-disciplinary focus
in international security, defence
policy and strategic issues.

Saudi ambassador exposes Iran’s growing power in Iraq

View poi nt

Martin Sieff

I

raqi politicians are calling
for Saudi Arabia to replace
Thamer al-Sabhan, Riyadh’s
ambassador to Baghdad, for
speaking out about the
growing Iranian influence in
country.
If he has to leave, perhaps the
Saudis can arrange for him to take
up a new post as an adviser to
US Secretary of State John Kerry,
as US policy has been resolutely
ignoring the growing reality the
ambassador pointed out.
On August 28th, Iraq’s Foreign
Ministry officially asked Saudi Arabia to recall and replace Sabhan.
Sabhan was Saudi Arabia’s first
ambassador in Baghdad since the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1990.
His appointment, strongly urged
on Iraq by the United States,
was meant to display both the
independence of the new Iraqi
government and its willingness to
work with stable, well-established
Arab governments throughout the
region.
However, Sabhan, an outspoken
and courageous figure, proved he
was ready to point out a growing,
ominous reality that the Obama
administration continues to shut
its eyes and ears to: Iran’s continuing growth in power and influence
over the ramshackle regime of
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi, exercised through the Shia
militias and their political struc-

On August 28th, Iraq’s
Foreign Ministry officially
asked Saudi Arabia to
recall and replace its
ambassador.

Iraqi Foreign Minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari (R) is shown meeting with the new Saudi
Ambassador to Iraq Thamer al-Sabhan in Baghdad in January 2016.
tures in Iraq.
As in the Bill Clinton and George
W. Bush administrations before
them, US President Barack Obama
and his top policymakers are desperate to craft an Iraq policy that
looks decisive and tough while
being anything but.
In particular, they hope to be
able to announce the fall of Mosul
to the US-backed Iraqi Army and
Kurdish forces before the November 8th US presidential election,
thereby redeeming their long and
embarrassing record of fiascos and
failure against the Islamic State
(ISIS).
Obama, his second secretary
of State, Kerry, and his first one,
Democratic presidential candidate
Hillary Clinton, are convinced that

the fall of Mosul will redeem their
years of catastrophic bungling
across the region in the eyes of the
American public.
They are also convinced it will
give them a crucial credibility in
foreign policy against the onslaught of criticism they are receiving from Republican presidential
candidate Donald Trump.
However, to achieve that aim,
Obama and Kerry have made a
Faustian bargain with the Shia
militias in Iraq. The regular Iraqi
Army continues to underperform
despite all the efforts of the US
Central Command’s spin machine
to make it look good.
US leaders also know they dare
not redeploy US ground forces to
Iraq before the November presi-

US policy
has been
resolutely
ignoring
the growing
reality the
ambassador
pointed out.

dential election.
However, if Hillary Clinton is
safely elected, there are strong
signs she will not hesitate to send
thousands of US ground troops
back in right after taking the oath
of office.
Therefore, the US government
has allowed the Shia groups to consolidate power in Iraq as a barrier
to renewed gains by ISIS.
However, Sabhan has shown he
is made of sterner stuff than the
US diplomats and generals. He has
outspokenly identified the growth
of Iranian power in Iraq through
the Shia militias. For doing this, he
has been repeatedly criticised by
Iraqi officials.
On August 27th, Sabhan told
Iraqi television that the Popular
Mobilisation Units operated based
on sectarianism and tribalism. The
force boasts up to 100,000 members from 40 Shia militias.
This was too much for the Iraqi
government and their US backers,
so Sabhan had to go.
However, the US policy of playing the ostrich in Iraq by burying
its head in the sand while exposing
its metaphorical rear end to the
world has its limits. It may contain
the US mainstream media but it
fails to convince observers across
the region.
Sabhan’s honesty and forthrightness will serve the credibility and
international standing of his country far better. He has displayed the
qualities of wisdom, clarity and
courage clearly lacking in Washington.
Martin Sieff is a senior fellow of the
American University in Moscow
and the author of Gathering Storm:
The Seventh Era of American
History and the Coming Crisis that
will Lead to It. (Amazon-Kindle,
2015).
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Important deals
signed during
Saudi prince’s
visit to China
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

hree months after his
visit to the United States,
Saudi Deputy Crown
Prince Mohammed bin
Salman bin Abdulaziz
embarked on a trip to the Far East
to promote the kingdom’s Vision
2030 economic and social reform
plan.
Prince Mohammed visited the
People’s Republic of China at the
invitation of the Chinese government for a joint economic forum in
Beijing. He also went to Japan to
sign a number of economic deals
and was scheduled to return to
China for the Group of 20 summit
in Hangzhou September 4th-5th.

The China trip
included the
signing of a number of
major deals and
memoranda of
understanding.
The “Kingdom Vision 2030 and
Initiative of Belt Road… Together
for A Promising Near Future” fo-

rum in Beijing included a number
of high-profile Saudi officials and
businessmen, including Minister
of Commerce Majid al-Kassabi and
Energy Minister Khalid al-Falih.
Kassabi, speaking at the forum,
emphasised the kingdom’s position
as the world’s biggest crude oil supplier and that Saudi Arabia is ready
to meet China’s energy needs.
“This cooperation has a positive
impact of the investment and commercial relations between the two
friendly countries,” he said. “The
kingdom is the biggest commercial partner for China in West Asia
and North Africa. The number of
Saudi-Chinese projects operating
in the kingdom reached about 175
projects in the fields of service and
industry. The Saudi investments in
China are about $15 billion.”
Prince Mohammed, who also
leads Saudi Arabia’s Council of Economic and Development Affairs, is
trying to generate international investment to support the kingdom’s
Vision 2030 plan, which is designed
to wean the Saudi economy off its
oil dependency, while creating jobs
and stimulating the private sector.
The China trip included the signing of a number of major deals and
memoranda of understanding, in-

Saudi Arabia Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz (L) greets Chinese President
Xi Jinping during a meeting at the Diaoyutai State Guesthouse in Beijing, on August 31st.
cluding one between Saudi Aramco
and the state-owned China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC)
for cooperation in the chemical
sectors and looking into the feasibility of refining Saudi oil.
The two firms are in negotiations regarding Aramco building
an oil refinery. Falih said the agreement to build the Yunnan refinery
should be reached before the end
of the year.
The Saudi Housing Ministry
signed an agreement for cooperation in building 100,000 homes in
al-Ahsa in eastern Saudi Arabia. A
joint company to be based in the

kingdom will be handling the project.
An important aspect of the trip
dealt with security. Chinese Defence Minister Chang Wanquan
said China was willing to increase
its military relationship with Saudi
Arabia.
According to China’s official
press agency, Chang said highranking military officials of the two
countries have had frequent visits
in recent years, with good cooperation in areas such as equipment
technology and personnel training.
Prince Mohammed, who is also
the Saudi Defence minister, de-

Qatari officials visit Kuwait in damage control mission

scribed China as a reliable partner
and said Riyadh was willing to
strengthen strategic cooperation
with China, including in military
areas.
The Saudi based Al-Watan
newspaper reported the kingdom
agreed to buy Chengdu Pterodactyl I drones, also known as Wing
Loong, a medium-altitude, longendurance unmanned aircraft
usually used for surveillance. The
drone is also capable of being fitted
with air-to-surface weapons. According to the report, Saudi Arabia
is the first Arab country to buy the
drones.

Saudi-Omani
tensions rising
The Arab Weekly staff

Muscat

A

Kuwaiti Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber al-Mubarak al-Sabah (R) talks with Interior Minister Sheikh Mohammad al-Khaled al-Sabah during
a parliament session at the Kuwait’s national assembly in Kuwait City, last July.

The Arab Weekly staff

Kuwait City

Q

atari Prime Minister Abdullah bin Nasser bin
Khalifa al-Thani’s recent
visit to Kuwait was a
damage-control mission
to defuse tensions over Kuwaiti accusations of Qatari interference in
its affairs.
The Kuwaiti accusations are centred on Qatar’s support for branches
of the Muslim Brotherhood movement globally and in Kuwait in particular.
The visit by the Qatari prime minister came after Kuwaiti activists
launched a social media campaign
accusing members of the ruling
family — namely the nephews of
the Emir of Kuwait Sabah Ahmad
al-Jaber al-Sabah — of collaborating with the Muslim Brotherhood
to create political unrest in the Gulf
Arab state.
According to Kuwait’s official
news agency, the talks focused on

regional security issues and boosting mutual security cooperation.
The meeting between the Kuwaiti
Interior minister and the Qatari
prime minister also addressed
methods of combating terrorism
and organised crime.
The only part of the official statement that hinted at any rift was in
comments by Kuwaiti Interior Minister Mohammad al-Sabah, who
stressed the two sides’ “keenness
on overcoming hurdles facing mutual cooperation as well as unifying
views towards regional and international affairs of common concern”.
The Qatari prime minister also
met with the emir of Kuwait and
Prime Minister Jaber al-Hamad alSabah during his one-day visit.
Kuwaiti sources said the two governments discussed ways of sharing information on political Islamic
groups to identify extremists and
moderates, “who cooperation with
would be acceptable”.
The move to screen the groups
and vet their members comes when
politically motivated Islamic groups
are said to be seeking to destabilise

Kuwait in light of the crisis between
the government and two of its sporting bodies, the Kuwait Football Association and Olympic committee
headed by Talal Fahad al-Sabah.
The dispute between the Kuwaiti
government and its two sporting
bodies, which resulted in Kuwait
being suspended by the International Olympic Committee and
world football’s governing body,
FIFA, since October 2015, is a political disagreement over the position
of the crown prince.

Kuwaiti accusations
were centred on
Qatar’s support for
branches of the
Muslim Brotherhood.
The crackdown by the government resulted in questioning the
ousting of Talal Fahad al-Sabah.
Talal is the brother of Ahmad
Fahad al-Sabah, a former deputy
prime minister who was once seen
as a potential crown prince. Those
chances evaporated after the “coup
tape” scandal. In April 2014, a

leaked video allegedly showed major politicians as well as members
of the Kuwaiti royal family plotting
against the government.
Ahmad and Talal are sons of the
late Fahad Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah, founder of the Kuwait Olympic
committee, who died during the
1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.
This branch of the family enjoys
strong support of a number of the
Gulf state’s most powerful groups,
including the al-Mutairi tribe, which
is known for ties to political Islamic
movements, such as the Kuwaiti
branch of the Muslim Brotherhood.
The Kuwaiti government has officially dissolved its Olympic committee and its football association
over what it described as financial
irregularities.
Talal released a statement
through the Kuwait Football Association stating that he is still the head
of the association and demanding
that Kuwaiti prosecutors investigate accusations of financial violations. He said the charges were a
part of a personal campaign against
him.

rift is developing between Saudi Arabia and
Oman over what Riyadh
views as Muscat pivoting
towards the Houthi rebels in their conflict with the Yemeni
government, Yemeni sources said.
Oman, which enjoys good relations with the Houthis’ backer Iran,
had remained neutral in the fight
that began when Houthi rebels captured much of Yemen in 2015.
The sources said the Saudi-Omani
tensions were apparent when the
delegation negotiating on behalf of
the Houthis and former president
Ali Abdullah Saleh’s General People’s Congress (GPC) party in Kuwait
was prevented from travelling from
Muscat to Sana’a.
The delegation, which included
high-ranking Houthi leader Mohammed Abdulsalam and the GPC’s
Aref Awad al-Zoka, had boarded a
plane provided by the sultanate but
was prevented from flying directly
to Sana’a because the no-fly zone
maintained by Riyadh requires all
aircraft to land in the Saudi town of
Jeddah for inspection and the identification of passengers.
Tensions between Saudi Arabia
and Oman are a new issue. Saudi
authorities were taken by surprise
over news that, in late 2014, Oman
brokered talks between the United
States and Iran that eventually led
to the nuclear agreement between
Tehran and world powers.
In January, when a mob attacked
the Saudi embassy in Tehran over
the execution of a radical Shia
preacher whose followers were tied
to a number of police killings, Oman
did not sever or downgrade diplomatic ties with Iran.
Sources in Muscat confirm an investigation into the spreading of
Shia ideas in Omani society, with as
many as 500 recent converts to the
Twelfth Imam Shia sect from the
traditional Abadi and Maliki sects.
The Twelfth Imam is the branch of
Shia Islam that is Iran’s official religion.
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Saving children from
war and terror

C

hildren in the Arab world’s war zones and swathes of
lawless territory live at the mercy of predators, including
terrorist groups and armed militias.
Jihadist and other terrorist groups such as the Islamic
State (ISIS), al-Qaeda, the Taliban and Nigeria’s Boko
Haram have long histories of abducting, training and
using children in their violent exploits.
Children are more susceptible to jihadist indoctrination and are
more vulnerable to pressure. They are more difficult to detect by
security. Children also provide more shock value when they carry out
their gruesome acts. Last month, ISIS broadcast a nine-minute video
showing children in military uniforms executing hostages presented
as “atheist Kurds” and “spies”.
ISIS has developed a programme for training the “Cubs of the
Caliphate”.
The German weekly Der Spiegel reported that about 1,500 children
have been drafted by ISIS in Iraq and Syria. The group has deployed
child suicide bombers to stage attacks in both countries.
In July, security forces in Kirkuk, Iraq, stopped a young boy from
setting off an explosive device in a residential neighbourhood. The
12-year-old boy reportedly told police he had been abducted by
masked men who forced him to wear the explosive vest. A teenager in
March detonated a suicide bomb at a Baghdad stadium, killing 29
people and wounding 60.
A report in April by the UN secretary-general noted that groups
affiliated with ISIS have operated training camps south of Sirte, Libya,
“with a graduation ceremony for 85 children under 16 years of age
reportedly held last December”. The report mentioned executions
and sexual abuse of children.
Children are also at the mercy of militias in war. Human Rights
Watch has accused Iraqi militias of recruiting children in the battle for
Mosul.
Bill Van Esveld, senior Human Rights Watch children’s rights
researcher, called upon “the government and its foreign allies to take
action now or children are going to be fighting on both sides in
Mosul”.
UNICEF, the UN children’s agency, warned a few months ago that at
least 20,000 children in the Iraqi city of Falluja faced the risk of forced
recruitment into fighting.
The exploitation of children stems from their precarious situation
resulting from displacement and lack of care. One-in-three children in
Syria has been born since the start of the war. They have experienced
only conditions of violence and conflict.
To make matters worse, too many children in the Arab world have
been deprived of a decent education because of ongoing fighting.
Across the region, more than 13 million children are unable to attend
school due to conflicts, especially in Syria, Iraq, Libya, Sudan and
Yemen.
More than half of Syrian child refugees in five host countries are not
receiving schooling, according to UNICEF.
Bolstered by international assistance, the Jordanian government
has pledged to make room for all refugees in its schools. This is a
welcome development, given that last year no fewer than 90,000
Syrian refugees in Jordan went without schooling.
Saving children requires action on all fronts. It is a necessity if the
region is to have any future.
As UNICEF Executive Director Anthony Lake said recently about the
situation of children in the besieged Syrian city of Aleppo: “Empathy
is not enough. Outrage is not enough. Empathy and outrage must be
matched by action.”
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Iraq’s problem
of sectarianism

I

n the 1970s, Iraq witnessed a
wide-ranging renaissance in
a number of fields, accompanied by a major expansion in
its energy sector and a rise in
its national income. It was
during this period that Iraq
Hamed al-Kilani
opened up to the broader Arab
labour market, with hundreds of
thousands of Arab workers
migrating to the country to work
in a number of growing industries,
including building and construction, services, agriculture and
manufacturing.
Baghdad seemed like a city
resurgent, thanks to Iraq’s growing
economy. There was a genuine
desire to see progress in Iraq across
all fields, from higher education
to health services. In addition to
welcoming others, Iraqis were
also travelling abroad to study and
work.
This situation changed, of
course, following the 1979 Islamic
revolution in neighbouring Iran
and the ensuing Iran-Iraq war.
The rise of a sectarian regime next
door at a time when Baghdad was
seeking to put aside sectarian and
ethnic considerations represented
a major threat to Iraq’s
resurgence.
De-Ba’athification
What we are seeing
in Iraq today cannot be
enshrined sectarianism further from this. There
is no attempt in Iraq to
and revenge in Iraqi
build a political system
politics.
that serves a national
democratic project
based on respecting
human rights and equal
citizenship, away from tribal,
ethnic and sectarian affiliations.
Iraq, as we knew it, has been
annihilated, its vital industries
destroyed. This can be traced to
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Members of Iraqi Shia Popular Mobilisation Forces march in a
parade in Baghdad, last July.

the US policy towards the country,
even dating to the 1991 Gulf war.
Following this, the UN-imposed
harsh sanctions on Iraq that
ensured the country would not be
able to recover.
The 2003 Iraq war and the
well-documented mistakes of
the post-war period, not least
the United States’ controversial
de-Ba’athification policy and the
disbanding of the army, completed
the job. In the post-war period,
the United States backed Iraqi
opposition parties, including Shia
groups with ties to Iran such as
former prime minister Nuri alMaliki’s Islamic Dawa Party and the
Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq.
Following a costly eight-year war
with Iran, it is unbelievable that
Tehran was allowed such access
to Iraqi politics. De-Ba’athification
enshrined sectarianism and
revenge in Iraqi politics, with many
Sunni Muslims find themselves
victim to a policy that even the
Americans have acknowledged was
not used correctly.
“The mistake I made was to turn
this [de-Ba’athification] over to
a small group of Iraqi politicians
and they then broadened it. I think
that hurt us because it gives the
impression that we were prepared
to carry out a really wholesale
de-Ba’athification of the entire
society and that was clearly not
our intention,” said Paul Bremer,
former head of the Coalition
Provisional Authority, in an
interview on the tenth anniversary
of the Iraq war.
When the Americans backed
the Shia parties and moved
to internationally protect the
Kurdistan region, it confirmed
that the idea of equal citizenship,
away from sectarian and ethnic
considerations, was a thing of the
past.
Today, following the Iran nuclear
deal, it is clear that there has been a
major shift in the balance of power.
America is no longer interested in
Iraq, beyond how this affects the
fight against terrorism. It is Iran
that has taken the lead in Iraq, as
can be seen in the presence of the
Iran-backed Shia militias known as
the Popular Mobilisation Forces.
As for the millions of people who
have been internally and externally
displaced and the huge damage to
the country’s infrastructure, these
issues have not been resolved. Iraq
is facing in light of the rise of the
Islamic State (ISIS) challenges that
are only exacerbated by the current
sectarian political situation.
Hamed al-Kilani is an Iraqi writer.
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An open letter to US President Barack Obama

D

ear Mr President:
US Secretary of State
John Kerry has failed
to reach agreement
with Russia on
coordinating attacks
on extremists in Syria or even to
Daniel Serwer
reinstate a cessation of hostilities
and ensure humanitarian access to
Aleppo.
The war in Syria has killed
half a million people, displaced
more than half the population,
threatened the stability of US
allies throughout the Middle East
and has resulted in damaging
repercussions for America’s
European allies. Your remaining
months in office provide an
opportunity to steer this costly
conflict towards a peaceful
settlement. If you do no more
than you have done so far, your
efforts to reduce and reshape US
commitments in the Middle East
will be discredited and your legacy
haunted.
Your policy has been a judicious
one, focused on the most serious
threats to US national security: The
Islamic State (ISIS) and al-Qaeda.
You have avoided military clashes
with the pro-Assad coalition,
including the Russian Air Force,
Syrian armed forces and Iran’s
Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps. You have provided military
assistance to non-extremists
prepared to fight ISIS and billions
in humanitarian assistance to
civilians.
The results over the past year
have been good when measured
narrowly against your objective:
ISIS is losing territory, especially
along the northern border with
Turkey. The successful operation
with Turkish support took
Jarabulus, blocked an unwarranted
advance there by the Kurds and
cut off ISIS’s vital supply and
revenue lines. An attack on ISIS’s
self-proclaimed capital, Raqqa,
next year is a real possibility.
Al-Qaeda’s affiliate
in Syria has severed
The Lebanese Shia
loyalty to al-Qaeda
though its goals
militia also contributes central,
remain anathema to US
interests. We are talking
to ISIS and al-Qaeda
with the Russians about
recruitment of Sunnis. jointly targeting what is
now called Jabhat Fateh
al-Sham.
Your judicious
approach, however, has had
unintended consequences. Fully
backed by Russia and Iran, Syrian
President Bashar Assad is gaining
ground and attacks on Jabhat

A girl walks along a broken railway track in the rebel-held al-Sheikh Said neighbourhood of Aleppo,
Syria, on September 1st.
Fateh al-Sham — should the talks
with Moscow eventually prove
successful — will give him an
opportunity to gain more.
Nearly 1 million civilians are
besieged and few new refugees
are escaping. Talks on a 48hour humanitarian truce for
Aleppo have bogged down. The
stalwart rebels of Daraya have
surrendered after a four-year
siege. Syrian forces are again using
chemical weapons and along
with their allies are killing the
non-extremist opposition that
your administration supports,
driving others to make common
cause with extremists. Hopes for
a political transition to a nonIslamist, democratic regime that
will preserve Syria’s sovereignty
and territorial integrity are fading.
The United States should not
abandon the goal of a negotiated
political solution in Syria that
meets US requirements. Here are
three things you can do in your
remaining months in office that
will demonstrate American will
and reignite diplomatic efforts in
favour of such a solution:
— Support legislation in
Congress that imposes sanctions
on those responsible for harm to
civilians.
The Caesar Syria Civilian
Protection Act of 2016 would

levy financial, trade, travel and
arms sanctions on those who are
responsible for or facilitate human
rights abuses. While its practical
impact might be limited because
few of the perpetrators are likely
to come within US jurisdiction, it
would send an important signal
and could cause Syrian security
forces to hesitate before carrying
out illegal orders to harm civilians.
The European Union should join
the United States in imposing
sanctions;
— Ground the Syrian Air Force,
both fixed-wing and helicopters.
Kerry is trying to get the
Russians to do this as the quid
pro quo for cooperation with the
United States in attacking Jabhat
Fateh al-Sham in Syria. If he fails,
you should tell the Russians and
Syrians that any Syrian aircraft
responsible for bombing civilians
will be subject to attack by the
United States. Few Syrian pilots
will be prepared to take that risk. If
they do, shooting down just one or
two such aircraft or striking them
on land would likely ground the
entire fleet;
— Get Hezbollah out of Syria.
Lebanese Hezbollah has
provided vital ground forces to
Assad, especially around Aleppo
and along the Lebanese border.
This Shia militia also contributes

to ISIS and al-Qaeda recruitment of
Sunnis as its activities exacerbate
the sectarian dimension of the
Syrian conflict. Hezbollah is a
terrorist organisation that has
killed Americans. If the United
States is fighting terrorism in Syria,
Hezbollah should not be immune.
We should tell the Russians and
Iranians that if Hezbollah remains
in Syria it will be subject to US
attacks, just as ISIS and al-Qaeda
are.
These options are less
burdensome than imposing a
no-fly zone and would signal
unequivocally US determination to
protect Syrian civilians wherever
they live.
These moves also would
improve the odds for a diplomatic
solution. Once Assad is deprived
of the air and ground assets that
have enabled him to survive and
even given him an edge in the
fighting, the conditions will ripen
for a negotiated outcome early in
Hillary Clinton’s presidency. That
would be a worthy legacy.

but are concerned in one manner
or another. Such is the case with
Saudi Arabia, Qatar and the
United Arab Emirates.
The war in Syria has brought in
fighters from Europe and North
America into the conflict. Some
of them have taken the Middle
East’s hottest dispute back to
their adopted homelands, as we
have seen in France and Belgium.
The Syrian conflict has all along
been marred by uncertainties and
surprise alliances, such as the CIA
reportedly arming and training
one particular group of Syrian
rebels while the US military was
reported to be backing a rival
group.
Amid this uncertainty, the
Syrian war has been consistent
about one thing: Just when the
situation in the Levant appears
to be getting more complicated
along comes a new development
that further muddles things.
As Patrick Cockburn, from the
Independent newspaper and old
Middle East hand who specialises
in Iraq and Syria, recently wrote:
“The complexity of the conflict
is well described as threedimensional chess played by nine
players with no rules.”
The latest revelation comes

from Iran, with Tehran
recognising its role in trying
to export its Shia revolution to
the Arab world. In an unusual
approach of openness in
matters relating to the military,
Iran admitted that it formed a
“liberation army” to support its
combat operations in Syria, Iraq
and Yemen.
This new force is believed to
number about 200,000, according
to Al Jazeera and will come under
the command of a veteran Iranian
officer, Major-General Qassem
Soleimani, who is the commander
of Iran’s elite al-Quds Force.
In addition to dispatching
the new force to support allies
in Syria, Iraq and Yemen, Iran
plans to provide training for
other groups, such as Lebanon’s
Hezbollah and Kurdish fighters.
Iran said the force would include
Afghan Shias who would be sent
to fight in Syria.
In that respect, there is really
nothing new here as Iran was
openly supporting fellow Shias
in Yemen, Iraq and Syria. The
Iranians have funded, trained
and armed Hezbollah and the
Palestinian Islamic resistance
group known as Hamas, although
the latter is Sunni.

The great novelty here is that
Iran feels bold enough to flaunt
its military muscle and assert
itself as the regional power it
aspires to be. Even prior to the
1979 Islamic revolution that
overthrew the shah, dissolved
the centuries-old Persian empire
and put the mullahs in power,
Tehran saw a role for its military
in the region.
How will the region and indeed
the Western powers react to such
a development? A well-trained
and combat-experienced fighting
force not overly concerned by the
number of casualties it sustains
can certainly influence the course
of action in the region.
What will likely be the retort
from the West? Tehran’s timing of
course is near perfect. With about
five months left in the Obama
administration, the US president
is hardly about to enter into a
confrontation requiring him to
dispatch US troops. The newly
found Iranian-Russian friendship
will likely be perceived by Iran
as a green light to follow its
ambitions.

Daniel Serwer is senior research
professor of conflict management
at The Johns Hopkins University
School of Advanced International
Studies in Washington. He tweets
at @DanielSerwer and his blog can
be found at www.peacefare.net.

Is Iran upping the Shia-Sunni divide?

P

olitical tensions in the
Middle East are at a
dangerously high level
as the United States
and Russia are facing
off over the Syrian
Claude Salhani
conf lict, pitting the two powers
against one another in a manner
reminiscent of the Cold War.
Further upping the ante,
Iran revealed the creation of a
“liberation army”. A move that
complicates a murky situation in
the region and will undoubtedly
raise alarms in Saudi Arabia and
other predominantly Sunni Gulf
states.
As complex issues go, the
civil war in Syria is about as
complex as they
come. Not only has
Iran admitted that it
it involved Arabs,
Iranians, Kurds,
formed a “liberation
Turks and various
other minorities in
army” to support its
the region, it has
combat operations in
brought in proxy
armies and militias
Syria, Iraq and Yemen.
to the region.
The conflict has
dragged in countries
such as Syria’s
neighbours Turkey, Jordan and
Lebanon and even countries that
have no direct borders with Syria

Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly. Follow
him on Twitter @Claudesalhani.
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Putin’s deal gives Erdogan a strong hand in Syria
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

T

he multilayered RussianTurkish agreement over
Syria, reached in August,
is still unfolding but all
the signs are that it gives
the Turks much of what they want
in Syria, while Syrian President
Bashar Assad gets a lot out of it, too.
The main point for Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan is that
it secures firm Russian backing for
Turkey’s adamant rejection of the
establishment of a Kurdish state on
its border with Syria that would inflame its own Kurdish problem.
Erdogan wants the Kurds’ longcherished project eradicated and
Russian President Vladimir Putin
is lending a helping hand. He has
closed the Moscow office of the
Democratic Union Party (PYD), the
Syrian branch of Turkey’s secessionist Kurdistan Workers’ Party
(PKK) and waived his earlier support for Kurdish participation in the
Syrian peace talks in Geneva.

The agreement gives
the Turks much of
what they want in
Syria.
In mid-August, the Syrian Air
Force began pounding Hasakah, a
strategic city in the north-eastern
corner of Syria controlled by the
Kurdish People’s Protection Units
(YPG) since 2015.
The assault took most observers off-guard. Syrian Kurds have
been largely neutral in the conflict
between the Syrian government
and the main rebel groups. Due to
Turkey’s embrace of the Syrian opposition since 2011, the Kurds have
refused to join any of the main political opposition groups.
They have collaborated with the
Syrian Army and with both Russia
and the United States in the fight
against the Islamic State (ISIS).
Since the Russians intervened in
Syria in September 2015, they have

given the Kurds both arms and
money, ostensibly to boost their
positions in counterterrorism.
Never since 2011 had the Syrian
Army struck at Kurdish positions —
a feat now applauded by both Moscow and Ankara.
The Turkish-Russian deal seemingly calls for Syrian participation
in the war on the Kurds in exchange
for two things: Turkey will help exterminate ISIS on Syria’s northern
border and turn a blind eye as Syrian troops retake the strategic city
of Aleppo.
The assault on Hasakah lasted
for one week and sent a strong
message to Syrian Kurds. Immediately afterward, Turkish tanks and
special forces thrust across the border, expelling ISIS from the city of
Jarabulus.
The Russians did not complain.
Instead, they issued a mild statement calling on Turkey to “coordinate” its military activities with
the Damascus regime that Moscow
wants to keep intact.
In the Syrian capital, apart from
a knee-jerk condemnation by the
Foreign Ministry, no action was
taken to counter the Turkish invasion — probably at the urging of the
Kremlin.
Erdogan was seemingly being accommodated on two fronts; Jarabulus and Hasakah and it was time
to repay the favour.
In return, Ankara remained silent
on Russian plans to send ground
troops to hold the Castello Road,
which until July was the Syrian opposition’s main lifeline, running
from Turkey to the then-besieged
eastern sector of Aleppo in northern Syria.
The road has been held by government troops since mid-July.
The Russians suggest that humanitarian aid be allowed into regimecontrolled western Aleppo, with
1.2 million inhabitants, and the
rebel-held eastern sector, where
250,000-300,000
civilians
are
trapped.
The Syrian opposition is asking
that any aid be funnelled through
the rebel-held Ramousa district in
south-western Aleppo but the Rus-

Russian President Vladimir Putin (L) greets Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan outside
St Petersburg, Russia, on August 9th.
sians have curtly refused, arguing
that the route is unsafe and controlled by warring militias.
Moscow argues that the aid be
shipped via the Castello Road,
which will be jointly manned by
Russian and Syrian troops.
This proposal, which the Turks
have not rejected, calls for Russian
checkpoints and observation units
on everything entering or leaving
Aleppo.
If that comes to pass, it would
be the first deployment of Russian ground troops outside of their
Hmeimim airbase near the Mediterranean port of Latakia.
Opposition groups are furious
with Turkey’s silence over the Russian proposal and Syrian Kurds feel
stabbed in the back by both Damascus and Moscow.
The Erdogan-Putin agreement

seemed to take another dramatic
turn in late August when the Syrian
Army retook the town of Daraya on
Damascus’ south-western edge.
Daraya has long been a symbol of
the anti-Assad rebellion. The town
was one of the first to take up arms
against the regime in 2012.
The fighters who remained in
Daraya surrendered to Damascus
in late August. They had no choice.
They were starving under a regime
blockade as well as a Russian air
blitz that began in September 2015.
Ankara did not say a single word
about Daraya, deepening suspicions that Daraya, Jarabulus and
Hasakah were part of the TurkishRussian agreement and were being
sacrificed by different players on
the Syrian chessboard.
Ultimately, the Russians are accommodating Erdogan, with the

fate of Aleppo, once Syria’s economic capital, as the big prize. It
has immense political significance
and controlling it is a paramount
objective for everyone.
If the Turks allow Syrian government troops to overrun Aleppo,
with Russian soldiers manning the
city’s gateways, it would mean the
end of the uprising in northern Syrian.
Turkey would be content, secure
in the belief that no serious Kurdish threat is now possible. Russia
would be happy retaking Aleppo
and shutting down a major front
and the regime would be happy too
as it secures the countryside around
the capital as it did in Daraya.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of Under the
Black Flag (IB Taurus, 2015).

Euphrates Shield and the complexities of fighting the Kurds

View poi nt

Harvey Morris

S

ince Turkey launched
Operation Euphrates
Shield, its first major
intervention in the
Syrian war, its leaders
have done little to
disguise the fact that their main
target was not the retreating
forces of the Islamic State (ISIS)
but rather the advancing forces of
the Syrian Kurds.
“We will absolutely not allow
any terror activity on or near our
borders,” Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan declared a few
days into the offensive.
He made no distinction,
however, between ISIS “terror”
and the Kurdish Democratic
Union Party (PYD), which Turkey
sees as a terrorist group and has
vowed to confront with “the same
determination”.
The initial target of the Turkish
operation, which began August
24th, was Jarabulus, a Syrian
border town west of the Euphrates
river that ISIS seized in mid-2013
without, until now, incurring any
Turkish military response. Erdogan
ordered the offensive after a bomb
attack blamed on ISIS killed 55
people in south-eastern Turkey.
Just as significantly for

The Kurds are accused
of cooperating with
Damascus since the start
of the conflict.

Turkey, it also followed the defeat
of ISIS at the town of Manbij, also
west of the Euphrates, by rebels of
the US-backed Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF).
The SDF is an alliance that
includes Arabs, Assyrians and other
minorities but is dominated by
the PYD. The presence of Kurdish
forces west of the Euphrates
represented a red line for Ankara.
Turkey-backed rebels of the Free
Syria Army, supported by Turkish
tanks and warplanes, mopped up
ISIS resistance with remarkable
speed, prompting accusations from
the Kurds of collusion between
Ankara and the jihadists.
The Turkish intervention, which
swiftly transmogrified into a
Turkish-Kurdish conflict, added
one more layer of confusion and
contradiction to the Syrian drama.
The first week of Operation
Euphrates Shield saw clashes
between units of the SDF and
the Free Syria Army, both backed
by the United States with the
ostensible purpose of confronting
ISIS rather than each other.
Ankara appeared at least as
alarmed by the Kurds linking up
their advancing forces along the
entire Syrian border with Turkey
as it was with a continued ISIS
presence on the frontier. In the
absence of a clear strategy from
Washington on how to respond,
Erdogan decided to go it alone.
The United States expressed
its frustration by demanding that
Turkey stop attacking the SDF
and focus on ISIS. Pentagon Press
Secretary Peter Cook condemned

the fighting south of Jarabulus,
where Turkish armed troops had
fought with the SDF.
“We want to make clear that we
find these clashes unacceptable
and they are a source of deep
concern,” he said. “This is an
already crowded battle space.
Accordingly, we’re calling on
all armed actors to stand down
immediately and take appropriate
measures to de-conflict.”
The Pentagon’s concerns are
understandable. Its backing for
the SDF and for the PYD’s armed
wing, the People’s Protection
Units militia (YPG), is a reflection
of the success of those forces in
confronting ISIS compared with
the often lacklustre performance of
other supposed allies.
The YPG’s reputation was
founded on its successful defence
of the border town of Kobane in the
face of an ISIS siege in 2014-15.
Washington has backed the
Kurds in the face of Ankara’s
insistence that the YPG is merely
an offshoot of the Kurdish
Workers’ Party (PKK) against
which it is fighting a renewed war
in south-eastern Turkey that began
in 1984.
The Kurds may have proved
the most dependable partner in
the conflict against ISIS but their
role in the Syrian civil war is more
complex. The Kurds’ self-declared
autonomous region of Rojava is
regarded with suspicion by Syrian
rebel groups, who see it is a step
towards Kurdish separatism and
the dismantling of the Syrian state.
The Kurds are also accused of

The Kurds
may have
been
tempting
fortune by
trying to
link up the
pockets of
territory
they hold
west of the
Euphrates.

cooperating with Damascus since
the start of the conflict rather than
fighting the regime but that has
not prevented intermittent clashes
or government attacks on Kurdish
targets.
The Kurds fought regime forces
for control of Hasakah in northeastern Syria in mid-August. The
Kurds won a battle that saw Syrian
planes bomb Kurdish territory for
the first time in the war.
Officially, the Kurdish-dominated
government of Rojava supports
a federal system for the whole
of Syria. Its strategy has been
to underline its commitment to
bringing Arabs and other nonKurds into the administration, a
policy reflected in the multi-ethnic
make-up of the Syrian Democratic
Forces.
The Kurds may have been
tempting fortune by trying to link
up the pockets of territory they
hold west of the Euphrates. There
were indications by the end of
August that units were moving
back to the stronghold of Rojava
after the United States told them to
retreat or risk losing American air
cover.
From the Turkish perspective,
Operation Euphrates Shield may
serve its purpose but it fails to
resolve who will ultimately control
the length of the border region as
ISIS continues to be pushed back.
Harvey Morris has written several
books on the Middle East, including
No Friends but the Mountains:
The Tragic History of the Kurds
published in 1993.
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Civilians, rebels leave long-besieged Daraya
Abdulrahman al-Masri

Ontario

U

nder pressure of starvation, barrel-bombing
and incendiary weapons, thousands of civilians have evacuated
Daraya after an agreement with the
Syrian regime to end a siege of the
Damascus suburb.
The four-year blockade forced
rebel troops in Daraya to surrender
to the regime of Syrian President
Bashar Assad in a deal reached August 25th that includes the evacuation of people there.
Rebel forces — estimated at about
800 fighters — and their families
have been relocated to rebel-held
Idlib governorate. About 7,000 civilians were taken to “reception
centres” around Damascus under
regime control.

Daraya is 7km from the
centre of Damascus
and is near crucial
regime bases.
Some residents voiced concerns
over the evacuation, fearing they
would be arrested by the regime as
happened in negotiated surrenders
in Homs and other Damascus suburbs.
UN Special Envoy for Syria Staffan de Mistura said in a statement
that the United Nations was not
consulted or involved in the negotiation of the Daraya deal.
The Daraya civil council repeatedly called on the international community to take action and to end
the siege. De Mistura said Daraya’s
appeals have not been heeded and
now “the world is watching.”
The Assad regime had been putting pressure on rebels in Daraya,
intensifying barrel-bombing and
storming the suburb from the
south-west. Rebels had lost significant territory in southern and western Daraya before the evacuation

Syrian citizens gather as they prepare to evacuate from Daraya, on August 26th.
agreement.
Malek Refay, a media activist
and photographer from Daraya,
described horrific conditions in
Daraya. He confirmed that all farms
that families used to depend on
for food were captured by regime
forces and the destruction of the
last hospital in the town, which was
reportedly targeted with incendiary
weapons.
“It is the same message since the
revolution started,” Refay said, “‘As-

sad or we burn the country.’ There is
no third option.”
A blockade was imposed on
Daraya in late 2012. Only once during the siege were the United Nations and Syrian Arab Red Crescent
allowed to make a delivery to the
town and the trucks carried only
medical supplies and baby formula.
Food aid was barred.
After a ceasefire brokered in February 2016 between Russia and
the United States, Daraya was rela-

tively calm. However, after 75 days
of ceasefire, the regime launched a
fierce campaign against the town.
As the regime’s military campaign against Daraya escalated,
chemical weapons, such as napalm,
were reportedly used in recent
weeks.
Daraya is 7km from the centre of
Damascus and is near crucial regime bases, including the Mezzeh
Military Airport, the Republican
Guard’s headquarter, and the ar-

my’s elite 4th Armoured Division
base.
Since the start of the uprising
against the regime in 2011, Daraya
had symbolised a consistent resistance and resilience despite terrible
siege conditions.
Abdulrahman al-Masri reports on
politics and news in the Middle
East and Syria in particular.
He can be followed on Twitter:
@AbdulrhmanMasri.

Aleppo strikes showed limits of Russian air power
Maria Tsvetkova and
Christian Lowe

Moscow

R

ussia’s politically sensitive and ultimately fruitless decision to launch
bombing missions on
Syria from Iranian soil
has exposed the limits to its air
power, leaving Moscow in need of
a new strategy to advance its aims.
People familiar with Russia’s
military said it opted for the sorties
from Iran — and Tehran agreed to
allow them — because the attacks
were not achieving their aim of
crushing rebels in the city of Aleppo.
The gamble failed and rebels
fighting Russian ally Syrian President Bashar Assad remain ensconced in parts of Aleppo.
Russia began air strikes on Syria
in support of Assad on September
30th, 2015, from bases in government-held territory in Syria and
from warships. In August this
year, facing logistical problems in
mounting an expensive campaign
at a time of tight state finances,
Russia intensified the bombing of
Aleppo in what turned out to be a
brief series of raids from Iran.

The last time a foreign
power had used an
Iranian airbase was
during the second
world war.
The strikes on the Aleppo rebels
seem to have achieved little beyond stirring a political row in Iran,
whose constitution forbids the es-

A Russian long-range bomber Tu-22M3 flies during an air strike
over the Aleppo region of Syria, on August 16th.
tablishment of any kind of foreign
military base.
That Russia went to such lengths
to achieve its aims in Aleppo and
still failed could strengthen the
hand of those in Moscow who say
the operation in Syria has reached
a watershed and that it is time to
seek a negotiated solution.
“I get the feeling we’re like a
horse at the circus, running around
in a circle since September 30th
when we first deployed our aircraft
there,” said a person close to the
Russian Ministry of Defence who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
“Our forces are insufficient, our
coordination with the Iranians is
not at the required level. We need
to change something. What, I don’t
know.”
Russia’s Defence Ministry an-

nounced on August 16th that it had
for the first time used an airbase in
Iran from which to launch air attacks on Syria. Long-range Russian
Tupolev 22M3 bombers, escorted
by Sukhoi fighters, took off on sorties from a base near the Iranian
city of Hamadan.
Letting Russia base aircraft there
was politically sensitive for Iran:
The last time a foreign power had
used an Iranian airbase was during
the second world war.
Some Iranian lawmakers called
it a breach of the constitution and
Defence Minister Hossein Dehghan said that, by publicly revealing the arrangement, Moscow had
committed a “betrayal of trust”.
Within a week Iran’s Foreign
Ministry had announced that Russia’s use of the bases had ended. In

Moscow, the Defence Ministry said
aircraft operating from the bases
had completed their tasks.
Andrei Klimov, a pro-Kremlin
member of the Foreign Affairs
Committee in the upper house of
Russia’s parliament, said the cost
of the Syrian operation may have
been a factor.
“We are trying to conduct the
operation in Syria within certain
sums,” he said. “The Defence
Ministry has other expenditures.
Therefore, to optimise costs, more
economical routes are sought. Any
sensible country does the same
thing.”
Russia’s desire to use the base
was “linked to the increase in intensity of military activity in the
Aleppo area”, said Vasily Kashin,
an analyst with the Centre for
Analysis of Strategies and Technologies in Moscow, which advises
Russia’s defence sector.
“It seemed that, in the opinion
of the Syrian, Russian and Iranian
commands, a watershed moment
is coming.”
The Iranian base was a crucial
logistical cog in this escalation in
Aleppo because without it Russia’s
Tupolev jets have to fly the greater
distance to Syria from Russia and
back.
That means carrying more fuel,
which reduces bomb payloads
and — because of the longer flight
time — cuts into the number of
sorties they can fly.
Airbases inside governmentcontrolled parts of Syria were not
suitable for the Tupolev aircraft
and adapting them would be expensive, Kashin said.
During the intensified bombing,
the rebel forces in Aleppo counterattacked, breaking the siege and

restoring access to supply routes.
Defence experts said Russia does
have the military capacity to intensify its bombing in Syria further,
whether or not it has access to the
Iranian base. However, that would
mean more expense for Russia,
which is struggling to fill gaps in its
budget, faces a parliamentary election next month and has seen the
Syrian operation drag on far past
the Kremlin’s original timetable.

The strikes on the
Aleppo rebels seem to
have achieved little
beyond stirring a
political row in Iran
In May, Russian President
Vladimir Putin announced that
“the main part” of Russian armed
forces in Syria would start to withdraw, saying that their work had
“on the whole, been fulfilled”, but
still the bombing went on.
The difficulty of making progress militarily will make a negotiated solution more attractive to
the Kremlin.
Russia agreed on August 26th to
a 48-hour humanitarian ceasefire
in Aleppo to allow aid deliveries to
get through, UN officials said. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov and US Secretary of State John
Kerry met in Geneva on August
27th to talk about a possible truce
in Syria.
Huge differences though remain
between Moscow and its allies, on
one hand, and the United States
and its allies on the other, not least
over the future of Assad. Previous
openings for peace talks have dissolved into renewed fighting.
(Reuters)
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Pacifying Lebanon’s largest Palestinian refugee camp
Dalal Saoud

Beirut

M

aintaining stability
in Lebanon and containing the devastating effects of the war
raging next door in
Syria have been top priorities for
the tiny country, which is reeling
under the burden of hosting more
than 1.2 million Syrian refugees.
The Lebanese Army and security
services have prevented the infiltration of terrorists through the
eastern and northern borders with
Syria, dismantled terrorist cells
and foiled bombing and assassination attempts.
The focus has recently shifted to
pacifying the Ein el-Helweh shanty
town, the largest of Lebanon’s 12
Palestinian refugee camps, which
has long been a source of security concerns, including fears it
has become a haven for radical Islamic movements and a recruiting
ground for extremism.

Ein el-Helweh shanty
town is the largest of
Lebanon’s 12
Palestinian refugee
camps.
Collaboration between Lebanese
and Palestinian camp security authorities resulted in the surrender
of more than 35 wanted people in
Ein el-Helweh, on the outskirts of
the southern port city of Sidon.
They were among some 500
people suspected of “belonging
to extremist groups with charges
ranging from shooting guns and
carrying weapons to killings and
taking part in terrorist actions”
who were hiding in the camp, a security source said.
“Most of those who surrendered
[to the Lebanese Army intelligence
services] are wanted for misdemeanour crimes,” the source said.
“The most dangerous ones, especially those who are members of
radical groups inside the camp, are
not yet willing to surrender and the

formula under which such a move
would be possible is not clear.”
The radical groups in question
include al-Qaeda-affiliated Abdallah Azzam Brigades, which was
responsible for a bombing attack
that targeted the UN peacekeeping
force (UNIFIL) in southern Lebanon a few years ago and radical
groups Fatah al-Islam and Jund
al-Sham. Their influence stretches
over some of the camp’s neighbourhoods.
Good treatment by security
forces and assurances of fair trials
echoed positively across the camp,
even among radicals, and encouraged more wanted suspects to surrender, the security source noted.
Those who were implicated in
crimes were referred to judicial
courts while those who were interrogated and shown to be innocent
were released, a judicial source explained.
“The recent move has helped
close shaky files that have been
open for years now,” the judicial
source said, referring to attacks
against UNIFIL and the 2007 fighting between the Lebanese Army
and the Fatah al-Islam in Nahr elBared Palestinian camp in northern Lebanon after which dozens
of fighters sought refuge in Ein elHelweh camp.
Major-General Sobhi Abu Arab,
head of the Palestinian National
Security Forces in charge of the
camps’ security in Lebanon, dismissed the notion that Ein el-Helweh was a haven for terrorists.
“This is not true. There are no
{Islamic State] ISIS, Nusra or Qaeda terrorists in the camp at all,”
Abu Arab said. “The camp is wellcontrolled and all the factions here
undertook the responsibility of
preserving the security and stability of the camp and its surroundings.”
The over-crowded Ein el-Helweh
— home to about 100,000 refugees,
including 12,000 newcomers who
fled the Yarmouk camp in Syria —
is being run by armed Palestinian
factions, the strongest being the
Fatah movement with 750 fighters,
according to Abu Arab. There are
also 300 fighters of various Pales-

A July 2015 file photo shows Palestinian gunmen from the Fatah movement at Ein el-Helweh
Palestinian refugee camp, in the southern port city of Sidon, Lebanon.
tinian groups, including Islamist
ones such as Ansar Allah, Asbat alAnsar, Hamas and Islamic Jihad.
Under a long-standing convention, the Lebanese Army has no
presence inside the Palestinian
camps but tightly controls their
entrances and surroundings, especially at Ein el-Helweh.
“The camp is no security island… Things have changed with
the developments in the region —
Syria and Iraq wars — which used
to affect the people in the camp,”
Abu Arab said, noting that only 30
Palestinians from all of Lebanon’s
camps had joined the war in Syria.
Today, the Palestinians, who had
been a main fighting party in Lebanon’s 1975-90 civil war, want to
keep away from “all troubles” and
their camps “will not be a dagger in
the back of our people or the Lebanese”, he added.

While Abu Arab dismissed claims
that booby-trapped cars were prepared in the Palestinian camps to
be used in bomb attacks against
Lebanese targets and neighbourhoods, he acknowledged that
the number of “the big (wanted)
heads” remaining in Ein el-Helweh
was 10-15 people.
He seemed confident they will
surrender to Lebanese security and
judicial authorities to face trial.
The security situation in Ein elHelweh and other Palestinian refugee camps is not the most ominous
issue. Living conditions in the
camps have long been dire. They
have received little support from
the Lebanese government and ever-decreasing assistance from the
UN relief agency, UNRWA.
“The issue is rather the dismal
living conditions of hapless refugees who have been denied the

most basic human rights,” said
Hilal Khashan, chairman of the
political studies department at
the American University of Beirut.
“Such conditions stand as a striking testimony to the sufferings of
displaced Palestinians.”
While the security situation in
the Ein el-Helweh camp is “very
much under control”, Khashan
said “repeated warnings about an
imminent takeover of it by radical Islamic movements ring hollow since malicious rumours have
been circulating for the past ten
years”.
Dalal Saoud is the Deputy
Editor-in-Chief of The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Beirut.
Youssef Diab, a Beirut-based
Lebanese security-judicial
reporter, contributed to this
report.

Conventionality is a tool of Lebanese politicians
Mohamad Kawas

Beirut

C

onventionality has been
part of Lebanon’s political
system since the country’s
independence in 1943.
It refers to the political
elite’s commitment to a convention
that established a social and political contract among the Lebanese —
some sort of an unwritten spirit of
the constitution. At conventionality’s heart lies veneration of partnership among Lebanon’s sects, especially in matters not clearly covered
by the written constitution.
Lebanon has 18 religious confessions represented in parliament.
The constitution does not provide
for a confessional distribution of
key government posts. The Lebanese have conventionally agreed
that the president should be Christian Maronite, the parliament
speaker Shia Muslim and the prime
minister Sunni Muslim.
The convention also stipulates
that the army’s commander be
selected from among Christian
Maronite officers. Despite the civil
war (1975-90) and the 1989 agreement in the Saudi city of Taif on
constitutional reforms that ended
the war — including amendments
to the prerogatives of the president,
the cabinet and parliament — the
Lebanese stuck to their conventions
about the division of power.
The constitution says that parliament’s 128 seats should be evenly
divided between Muslims and
Christians; this is understood to in-

Lebanese Prime Minister Tammam Salam looks on during a
presidential election session at the parliament building in Beirut,
last March.
clude all constitutional institutions.
Late prime minister Rafik Hariri, a
key powerbroker in the Taif accord,
always said; “We stopped counting.” With this, he underscored that
power should always be shared
evenly between Muslims and Christians despite Muslims outnumbering Christians.
Calls in 2012 by Hezbollah Secretary-General Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah for a constituent congress to
rewrite the constitution and agree
on a new political system have been
widely interpreted as an attempt to
replace the Muslim-Christian 50-50
division with a partition in thirds
among Christians, Sunnis and Shias.
The Free Patriot Movement, led
by Michel Aoun (the official head

is Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil,
Aoun’s son-in-law), spearheads a
campaign against the Lebanese cabinet; it froze its ministers’ participation in cabinet meetings in protest
attempts to extend the term of the
army’s commander, General Jean
Kahwaji. Prime Minister Tammam
Salam insisted on having a cabinet
meeting on August 25th, holding up
his prerogatives as the one who sets
the dates of the meetings and decides their agendas.
The Christian Phalange Party, led
by Member of Parliament Sami Gemayel, withdrew its ministers from
the cabinet in June. Labour Minister
Sejaan Azzi, a Phalange Party member, rejected Gemayel’s orders and
stayed in his post; he was ejected

from the party. The Lebanese Forces
Party, led by Samir Geagea, refused
to take part in the cabinet. Some independent Christian ministers did
not attend the meeting in a show of
solidarity with their Aounist counterparts.
Aounists say Christian ministers who attended the meeting are
poorly representative of Christian
voters; hence, the cabinet meeting lost its conventionality. This
triggered a verbal dispute between
Aounist and independent Christian
ministers. A key part in this disagreement was the minister of State
for the Affairs of Displaced People,
Alice Shabtini, an ally of former
president Michel Suleiman, whose
term expired in May 2014, and parliament has since failed to elect a
successor. With the president’s post
vacant, the cabinet as a whole assumes his powers, according to the
constitution.
The Shia Amal-Hezbollah alliance
pulled its ministers out of prime
minister Fouad Siniora’s cabinet in
November 2006 in protest against
the cabinet’s measures to establish
an international tribunal to look
into Hariri’s assassination in 2005.
The two parties, with the most Shia
representatives in parliament, said
their absence stripped the cabinet
of conventionality. Nabih Berri, parliament’s speaker since 1992 and
Amal’s leader since 1980, has refused to present draft laws prepared
by Siniora’s cabinet for ratification
by parliament on lack of conventionality claims.
Obviously, conventionality has
become a tool by political forces
to hinder decisions they deem un-

savoury once legal and constitutional hindrances fail. Too much
reliance on conventionality obstacles deepen social divisions to
levels reminiscent of the civil war
times, observers say, arguing that
such non-constitutional hindrances
amount to stirring primitive confessional bigotries.

Lebanon has 18
religious confessions
represented in
parliament.
Legal experts warn that such an
approach may become a habit every time a confession feels uneasy
about a certain matter. This would
introduce interruptions to the cabinet, which has been generally unproductive since Suleiman stepped
down and political forces failed to
elect a successor. The presidential
vacuum is a major assault to conventionality taking into consideration that Lebanon is the only Arab
country led by a Christian president.
The Aounists’ insistence that
Aoun be elected president although
he does not have enough votes in
parliament puts a spoke into the
wheel of conventionality, the experts said. The observers warned
that Salam may retaliate to the most
recent Aounist campaign against
the cabinet by stepping down, a
move that would undermine the executive authority. Any conventionality whims would prove useless in
such an eventuality.
Mohamad Kawas is a Lebanese
writer.
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Israel girds for
Golan war with
Iran, Hezbollah
Ed Blanche

Beirut

A

mid the carnage of
Syria’s civil war, well
into its sixth year, Israeli military chiefs say
that Iran and its prized
proxy, Hezbollah, are surreptitiously seeking to establish a new
front in an older conflict, the Iranbacked group’s 30-year war against
the Jewish state that until recently
was waged almost exclusively from
neighbouring Lebanon.
The centre of this strategy, which
Hezbollah’s leader, Hassan Nasrallah, has frequently espoused in recent months, is the Golan Heights, a
1,000-metre-high volcanic plateau
that overlooks northern Israel. It
has been a battleground since biblical times.
Israel seized the western twothirds of the heights in the 1967 Middle East war and annexed it in 1981.
It refuses to surrender this occupied
enclave from where it has the Syrian
capital, Damascus, within the range
of its artillery.

At the time of his
death, Kuntar was
tasked with recruiting
Syrian Druze living in
the Golan region into
an Iranian-controlled
militia.
The Golan has also acted as a
buffer zone that protects Israel from
any spillover from the war raging
in Syria. However, if the Israelis are
correct, that may be changing, with
the Tehran regime, which with Russia dominates Syrian military strategy, using Hezbollah to establish a
new forward base against the Jewish state.
“Like other foreign and domestic actors, Hezbollah has seized
on the Syrian civil war to improve
its position in the country and the
surrounding region,” the US-based
global security consultancy Stratfor
observed in an April 6th analysis.
Stratfor amplified recent reports
that Hezbollah has been setting up
bases on the Golan and in other
parts of southern Syria where it has

strong forces on the ground supporting the regime of Syrian President Bashar Assad just as its patron
Iran does.
If Assad manages to stay in power,
he will likely have to surrender control of the Golan to Iran and Hezbollah to threaten Israel.
The efforts by Hezbollah “to expand and solidify its control in Syria
will only increase in the future”,
Stratfor noted.
Satellite imagery recently showed
that Hezbollah has built up a major
base outside Qusair, a town near
Syria’s border with Lebanon, which
Hezbollah forces stormed in June
2013 in their first major engagement
in the Syrian war.
According to Stratfor, Hezbollah plans use Qusair to stockpile
weapons, including artillery pieces,
short-range rockets and mortars
along with about 60 T-72 tanks it acquired in the Syrian fighting.
There are reports that long-range
ballistic missiles — including Iranian-built Shahabs and Fateh-110s
— have been deployed at Qusair,
although satellite imagery has not
confirmed this.
Senior Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps (IRGC) officers reportedly inspect the Qusair base frequently and, according to Stratfor,
treat it “as an Iranian asset”, part of
Hezbollah’s plans to keep a permanent force of 3,000 fighters or more
in Syria.
Since January 2013, the Israelis
have mounted as many as ten air
strikes to destroy advanced weaponry moving from Syria to Lebanon for Hezbollah, supposedly including Russian-made air-defence
missile systems that could pose a
serious threat to Israel’s long-held
control of the skies over Syria and
Lebanon at a stroke.
The most recent such strike was
on April 25th, 2015. There have been
none since the Russians installed
advanced S-300 air-defence systems around the airbase they have
built near Latakia since their September 2015 intervention in Syria,
although Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu has declared the
operations to block weapons deliveries to Hezbollah would continue.
That could ignite a new conflict
between Hezbollah and Israel,
which last went to war in 2006

An Israeli army helicopter flies near the village of Majdal Shams in the Israeli-occupied Golan
Heights, last July.
when Hezbollah fought Israel’s
vaunted military to a standstill.
But these days, Hezbollah, which
has seen an estimated 1,200 fighters killed and three times that many
wounded in Syria since 2012, has its
hands full and is not looking for another fight with Israel right now.
However, the 2006 war ended
badly for Israel, which failed in its
objective to crush Hezbollah and
suffered an unprecedented monthlong bombardment of about 4,000
missiles and most analysts are convinced that both sides see it as “unfinished business”.
A July 16th threat assessment by
the Foundation for Defense of Democracies (FDD), a right-leaning
Washington think-tank, observed
that “the next war between Israel
and Hezbollah will likely not be
confined to the Lebanese-Israeli
border. Hezbollah will try to shift
some of the weight of the battle to
Syria and the Golan Heights.
“Indeed… Hezbollah and Iran
plan to connect the Golan Heights
to the terror group’s South Lebanon
stronghold — to make it one contiguous front against Israel.”
This concept has been given
some weight in recent months as
Iran’s IRGC and Hezbollah have established bases in the Syrian-controlled sector of the Golan amid an
uptick in violence that has triggered
Israeli action directed primarily at
Hezbollah and the IRGC.
On January 18th, 2015, an Israeli
Apache helicopter gunship fired
missiles into a convoy carrying
IRGC and Hezbollah commanders
on a reconnaissance sweep near
the Golan’s largely deserted capital,
Quneitra.
Among the dead were an IRGC

brigadier-general, Mohammad Allah Daddi, a ballistic missile specialist, and three Hezbollah leaders: Abu Ali Reza, a senior field
commander, and Mohammed Issa,
who was understood to have been
overseeing the setting up of missile
bases on the Golan.
Hezbollah also lost Jihad Mughniyeh, eldest son of Imad Mughniyeh,
the group’s long-time military chief
who was assassinated in a Damascus car bombing on February 12th,
2008, supposedly a joint operation
by the CIA and Israel’s Mossad intelligence service.

Satellite imagery
recently showed that
Hezbollah has built up
a major base outside
Qusair.
Syrian sources said Allah Daddi
had overall charge of building four
missile bases near the border with
Israel.
Israel’s Channel 2 television reported that Issa was responsible for
coordinating the transfer of missiles
from Syria and Iran as well as Hezbollah’s arsenal in Lebanon. Reza
was considered a central Hezbollah
figure whose mission was to plan an
offensive on Israel’s northern border in any future conflict, including
overrunning the Galilee region.
Israel, as usual, did not acknowledge the attack but there seems little doubt that the targeted group
was known to the Israelis and that
the air strike was intended as a particularly sharp warning to Iran and
Hezbollah.
Iranian leaders reportedly telephoned Nasrallah urging him not

to retaliate for the loss of so many
commanders in one action so as to
avoid triggering a major conflict,
as he had done in July 2006 with a
cross-border raid in which five Israelis were killed and two captured.
Possibly with the destructive
consequences of that war in mind,
and not wishing to fight Israel while
engaged in heavy fighting in Syria,
Nasrallah did not retaliate in force.
On December 19th, 2015, Samir
Kuntar, a Lebanese Druze Muslim
who joined Hezbollah while imprisoned in Israel for killing a Jewish family in a Palestinian raid in
1979, was killed along with several
Hezbollah commanders in a nighttime missile strike on his apartment
building in the Damascus suburb of
Jaramana.
Kuntar, who spent nearly three
decades behind bars, was released
in 2008 in an exchange with Hezbollah for the bodies of two Israeli
soldiers whose capture triggered
the 2006 war.
At the time of his death, Kuntar
was tasked with recruiting Syrian
Druze living in the Golan region
into an Iranian-controlled militia to
fight the Jewish state.
In the next war, which many see
coming, Israel is preparing to fight
a very different enemy. Hezbollah
may have suffered heavy casualties
in Syria but it has also learned how
to fight conventional wars, with
armour and artillery and manoeuvring big battalions across strange
terrain rather than the small-scale
actions that constituted most of its
combat against Israel between 1982
and 2000.
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly.

Are Israeli soldiers shooting to maim?

View poi nt

Ben White

I

sraeli leaders like to boast
they have “the most moral
army in the world”, a claim
made by everyone from
Ehud Barak to Binyamin
Netanyahu. Over the last
decade, however, the Israel
Defence Forces (IDF) have been
the subject of stinging criticism
and well-documented allegations of war crimes, particularly
with respect to offensives in the
Gaza Strip.
Large-scale assaults on the Gaza
Strip have played a significant role
in damaging Israel’s reputation
in the West and, for many, have
made the Israeli military synonymous with brutality, violations of
international humanitarian law

Israeli NGO B’Tselem
charged Israeli soldiers
with deliberately
provoking confrontations
with Palestinian civilians.

and impunity.
There is, however, a grim routine reality, as equally damning
of the conduct of Israel’s armed
forces but which does not generate the same headlines: the use of
force against unarmed Palestinian
civilians in the West Bank.
Israeli journalist Amira Hass
wrote a report in Haaretz on how
the Israeli army is “intensifying its
use of live fire in confrontations
with unarmed stone-throwers
and that the wounds inflicted are
deliberately more severe”. According to Hass, Israeli forces have
maimed more than 100 Palestinians across the West Bank over the
last year, including many children.
Hass described how Palestinians
she spoke to had seen “the sniper
who shot them take aim, with an
officer beside him”. Residents of
Dheisheh refugee camp in Bethlehem tell of how a Shin Bet officer
known as “Captain Nidal” has
been warning Palestinian youth:
“We’ll make you all disabled.”
According to UN data, during
August 9th-15th Israeli occupation forces injured 92 Palestinians — one-third of them with live
ammunition or rubber-coated

metal bullets. The following week,
a day-long raid of Al-Fawwar refugee camp near Hebron saw Israeli
forces kill one unarmed Palestinian civilian and injure a further 32
— all with live fire.
As of August 22nd, Israeli forces
this year have killed 79 Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip and injured another 2,783.
Given that over the last two years,
the number of Palestinians hit by
live fire as a proportion of total
injuries has been 12-19%, we can
reasonably assume that to date, in
2016, 350-500 Palestinians have
been shot by live ammunition.
It is important to note that this
level of violence being meted
out by an occupying force is not
purely a product of the intensification in clashes seen since last
October. In January 2015, Israeli
non-governmental organisation
B’Tselem charged Israeli soldiers
with deliberately provoking
confrontations with Palestinian
civilians so as to be able to open
fire on them.
B’Tselem cited remarks at a December 2014 meeting with Jewish
settlers by Israeli Brigadier-General Tamir Yadai, who said that

During
August
9th-15th
Israeli
occupation
forces
injured 92
Palestinians
— one-third
of them
with live
ammunition
or rubbercoated
metal
bullets.

the army was taking a “tougher
approach” with Palestinians in the
area. Where soldiers once used
tear gas or rubber-coated metal
bullets, he said proudly, Israeli
forces now fire “live bullets”.
In early 2014 — even before
the uptick in confrontations that
accompanied Operation Brother’s
Keeper in the West Bank and
Operation Protective Edge in Gaza
— Amnesty International issued a
report accusing the Israeli military
of “a callous disregard for human
life” in the West Bank. The evidence included “wilful killings”
that constitute “war crimes”.
There is no need to wait for the
deliberations of the International
Criminal Court; the true story
of the “most moral army in the
world” is told by the bereaved
parents, the Palestinian youths
on crutches in West Bank refugee camps and the documented,
systematic impunity enjoyed by a
military whose day-to-day mission
is not “defence” but enforcing a
decades-old colonial occupation.
Ben White is a freelance journalist
specialising in the Palestinian
territories and Israel.
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Egyptians ecstatic about journey to Mecca
Mostafa Abulezz

Cairo

L

ike hundreds of thousands
of other Muslims at airports
around the world, Egyptian
pilgrims have been saying
their farewells at Cairo airport before leaving for Saudi Arabia
to perform the haj in the tradition,
they believe, of the Prophet Mohammad and Abraham before him.
Every year tens of thousands of
Egyptians apply for visas to travel
to Mecca to join more than 2.5 million Muslims from across the world
at the pilgrimage.
“When I was chosen, I couldn’t
believe it,” said Afaf Hasan Rifai,
who was selected by Egypt’s authorities to perform the haj to start early
in September.
“I started crying and I prostrated
to God,” she said, her beaming husband standing next to her outside
the terminal late on August 26th.
Nearby a policeman pushed a
wheelchair carrying an elderly
woman with a cane into the terminal.

Every year tens of
thousands of
Egyptians apply for
visas to travel to
Mecca to join more
than 2.5 million
Muslims from across
the world.
Every Muslim who can undertake
the journey is expected to perform
the pilgrimage at least once in his
or her lifetime but it can also be performed on behalf of another follower of the faith who is unable to do so.
Muslims have travelled to Mecca
for the haj since the seventh century, when they say that God ordained
it in the Quran.
Last year, more than 2,200 pil-

grims — among them 464 Iranians
and 182 Egyptians — died in a stampede at the haj, according to tallies
from foreign officials. The official
death toll from the Saudi government was 760.
It was the deadliest stampede in
haj history and fuelled historic tensions between conservative Sunni
Saudi Arabia and its regional rival,
Shia Iran.

Many Muslims still
dream of going to
Mecca — even those
who have already
made repeated
pilgrimages.
Saudi authorities announced new
security measures for the haj this
year, including electronic bracelets
and a reduced period for the stoning
ritual during which the deaths took
place.
Over the centuries, the ritual —
seen as an elusive moment of Muslim unity gathering all nationalities
and classes — has not been spared
the vicissitudes of the region.
There was the time when the Qarmatians, a sanguinary sect that controlled present-day Bahrain in the
tenth century, descended on Mecca
to put an end to what they viewed
as superstition.
They killed thousands of pilgrims
and made off with the sacred Black
Stone of the Kaaba, breaking it into
several pieces before ransoming it to
the Abbasid caliphate.
In 1979, apocalyptic jihadists took
over the Grand Mosque in Mecca
and held pilgrims hostage before
special forces flushed them out.
Many pilgrims, especially the elderly, have died amid the massive
crowds while performing the rites.
Still, many Muslims still dream
of going — even those who have already made repeated pilgrimages,
such as 93-year-old Salem Ibrahim
Rahmo.
“I’m happy as can be,” said the

Egyptian pilgrims at the Cairo International Airport on August 25th, 2016, on their way to the annual
haj in the Islamic holy cities of Mecca and Medina in Saudi Arabia.
white-turbaned Rahmo as he waited outside the Cairo airport terminal. “To visit the Prophet (his tomb
and mosque in Medina), this is the
greatest happiness. And to visit the
Kaaba. This is my third time.”
His son, Rahmo Mohamed Ibrahim, said “everyone” would seize
the chance to perform the haj if allowed.
“Every person wishes to visit the
houses of God and to perform the
pilgrimage and fulfil his obligation,”
said Ibrahim, 53.
The rituals, believed to date to the
time of Abraham — whom Muslims
say built the original Kaaba as the
first house of worship — begins Sep-

tember 9th and lasts for six days.
Men will wear seamless white
clothes and women modest Islamic
garb and circumambulate the Kaaba
seven times. They will walk between
two neighbouring hills seven times,
emulating Abraham’s wife Hajar’s
search for water, then symbolically
cast stones at the devil.
The cathartic ritual, which pilgrims believe cleanses them of sin,
is “spiritual bliss”, said Ibrahim.
“There is nothing better than
this,” he said.
Hamas announced that Egypt has
opened its border crossing with the
Gaza Strip for three days, allowing
hundreds of Muslim faithful to trav-

el for a yearly pilgrimage.
Hesham Edwan, the director of
the Rafah crossing, said on August
30th that nearly 2,500 people were
expected to leave in the coming
days.
Rafah is Gaza’s main gateway to
the outside world. Egypt has kept
Rafah largely sealed since 2013,
when ties with Hamas worsened after the ouster of Egypt’s elected Islamist president Muhammad Morsi.
Cairo accuses the Islamic militant
group, which rules Gaza, of supporting militants in the Sinai Peninsula,
allegations denied by Hamas.
(Agence France-Presse)

Haj, a trip of a lifetime
View poi nt

Amine
Ben Messaoud

Y

ou see a lot of
pilgrims wearing
white in TunisCarthage International Airport
preparing to travel to
Mecca to perform haj.
You see pilgrims smiling as they
say their goodbyes as their loved
ones shed tears to see them leave.
The goodbyes are often long as
those travelling and those bidding
them farewell usually arrive at the
airport well ahead of flight departure time.
The haj is a religious obligation
for every Muslim who is able —
physically and financially — to
make the journey.
“Fortune comes to those who
wait” is probably muttered by a
lot of the pilgrims, many of whom
had to wait decades to make the
trip. Some had spent many years
saving money for the trip, which
this year costs about $4,500.
The majority of the pilgrims
patiently waited in line under the
seniority system, with their hearts
yearning to follow in the footsteps
of Abraham. They have longed to
breathe the air of the holy cities of
Mecca and Medina.
It is indeed fascinating to see
how millions of people, who by
nature favour stability, travel to
carry out a religious ritual in the

The haj journey is not just
a physical experience but
also a spiritual and an
intellectual one.

The
world’s
largest
annual
gathering
does not
push
individuals
to form a
consensus
but rather
stresses
the right
to be
different.

A 2015 file picture shows Muslim pilgrims praying around the
holy Kaaba at the Grand Mosque ahead of the annual haj in
Mecca.
same place and time as each other.
What is more fascinating is that
many of those people, once they
return home, feel a strong urge to
visit the holy land again.
It is maybe because everything
in Mecca — from trees to stones —
and everything in the surrounding
holy areas of Mina valley, Arafa
and Muzdalifa evokes the early
story of Islam. From Abraham to
the Prophet Mohammad, peace be
upon them, the intended message
of Islam is knowing and loving the

other as well as forgiveness.
The pilgrims, who are different
in colour, heritage, traditions and
languages, are all unified in the
white garments that they wear.
Their presence in one place is a
symbol of accepting one another, a
cohesion between civilisations.
The world’s largest annual
gathering does not push individuals to form a consensus but rather
stresses the right to be different
— sociologically, historically and
culturally.

The haj seeks to unify the Muslim nation by accepting individuals and not having a single view of
what is Islamically correct.
The journey evokes the story of
that patient woman, Hager, wife
of Abraham. Millions of pilgrims —
men and women — have to follow
her footsteps between Safa and
Marwa as part of their religious
rituals. This alone is a testimony
that the understanding of the
Islamic faith should not be based
on patriarchal biases.
Her original footsteps were in
search of water to provide for the
livelihood of her son Ismail — and
this, too, has a lesson for us today.
Other rituals have their own
symbolic messages. The circling
of the Kaaba or the kissing of its
black stone or the symbolic stoning of the devil — all indicate that
what truly matters is not in the
physical buildings but what they
signify.
Those with Islamic State (ISIS)
mentalities fail to see the symbolism beyond the stones. As they
condemn the visiting of revered
tombs, they forget that the significance is in the meaning and not
the structure of the site.
Those who fight mere stones are
themselves made of stone, while
those who seek to preserve archaeological sites are made of the
stuff that heritage is made from.
The haj journey is not just a
physical experience but also a
spiritual and an intellectual one. It
is also one where people connect
with their inner selves as well as
with others. It is a true experience
of rebirth.
Amine Ben Messaoud is a
Tunisian writer.
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The role of Egypt’s al-Azhar

Egyptian president said to be frustrated over al-Azhar
Mona Kamal

Cairo

T

here is frustration in the
Egyptian presidency at
the failure of al-Azhar —
the highest seat of Sunni
Islamic learning — to reform the curricula of its schools,
changing education methods of
its preachers and detaching Islam
from extremism, sources close to
the presidency said.
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi called on al-Azhar Grand
Imam Sheikh Ahmed al-Tayeb to
create reforms and rid curricula
taught to tens of thousands of alAzhar students of material that
could lead to extremism.
The president’s requests were not
being taken seriously by al-Azhar,
observers said.
“One of the reasons this is happening is that al-Azhar is controlled
by the very people who encourage
extremist thinking,” said Sayed alQemni, a writer who has criticised
al-Azhar. “Nothing good will come
out of al-Azhar under its current
leadership.”
Government sources, who requested anonymity, said an early
August meeting between Sisi and
Tayeb was a “last chance” for the
grand imam to initiate reforms envisaged by the president.

The Egyptian leader
has called for a
religious revolution.
Sisi, the sources added, views
al-Azhar as an international seat of
learning that has the responsibility to stem extremism, correct misunderstandings of Islam and turn
religious discourse into a tool for

peace, not for bloodshed.
His vision is in response to the
eruption of what has been described as an “extremist tsunami”
in which there is a misunderstanding of Islam.
Egypt has been battling an Islamist insurgency in the Sinai peninsula. There militants, who had sworn
allegiance to the Islamic State
(ISIS), call Egyptian Army troops
“infidels” and Sisi an “apostate”.

Sisi does not have the
authority to replace
al-Azhar’s grand
imam.
In January 2015, Sisi told Tayeb
that correcting wrong religious ideas and purifying religious thinking
of extremist thoughts were part of
his mission.
“I will complain to God against
you [if you do not carry out this
mission],” Sisi said.
Sisi has called for a religious revolution.
Frustration at al-Azhar is apparently growing within the cabinet.
“Nothing has been done since the
president called for renewing religious discourse,” Culture Minister
Helmi al-Namnam said August 25th
at a conference in Alexandria.
The presidency has a list of measures to reform al-Azhar and a number of radical clerics — thought to
be standing in the way of reform —
who must be replaced, sources said.
Sisi does not have the authority
to replace al-Azhar’s grand imam,
who is usually selected from members of the Islamic Research Academy, the highest intellectual body
within al-Azhar. Members of the
academy nominate one of their
number to lead al-Azhar. The nomination must be approved by the
president but the president cannot

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (R) greets the Grand Imam of al-Azhar Sheikh Ahmed
al-Tayeb on the first day of the Eid al-Adha holiday, in September 2015, in Cairo.
sack the imam once the nomination
is accepted.
Tayeb, 70 and described by some
academics as a “walking Islamic
encyclopaedia”, was nominated as
grand imam in 2010 when Hosni
Mubarak was president. Islamist
president Muhammad Morsi tried
to replace Tayeb with a loyalist.
Observers say the failure of alAzhar to initiate requested reforms
and the inability of the presidency
to replace the grand imam of alAzhar will create friction.
“The fact is that al-Azhar, as it
stands now, is not qualified to ini-

tiate reforms and any calls in this
regard will be sabotaged by its leaders,” liberal writer Tarek Heggy said,
“but the sure thing is that President
Sisi will not get tired of demanding
this reform.”
Al-Azhar matters in any international effort to neutralise radicals
and fight extremism because it is
the one entity that produces thousands of preachers every year. Tens
of thousands of foreign students
study at al-Azhar, giving it great
international leverage. A change
within al-Azhar can reverberate in
Islamic circles around the world,

observers say.
This change is under way, according to Mohamed Mehanna, an
adviser to the grand imam of alAzhar. He said it has established a
new academy, which will soon start
training preachers.
“President Sisi supports al-Azhar
and the role it plays in renewing religious discourse,” Mehanna said.
“Reports about the president’s frustration at al-Azhar have nothing to
do with the reality.”
Mona Kamal is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

Al-Azhar mosque: A Muslim centre of soft power
Mohamed Zain

Cairo

T

here is continuing debate over the role which
Al-Azhar mosque, built
more than 1,000 years
ago, could be playing inside and outside Egypt.
Al-Azhar university — believed
to be the oldest Islamic one in the
world — hosts thousands of foreign
students and is at the forefront of
a drive to defend moderate Islam
against an international wave of extremism.
“Al-Azhar has been a centre of
knowledge for hundreds of millions
of Muslims through the years and
throughout the world,” said Azmi
Megahid, a professor of Islamic
civilisation at al-Azhar university.
“Now, as extremists kill people in
the name of Islam, al-Azhar is moving to show that Islam has nothing
to do with extremism and that it
came to spread peace and love in
the world.”
Inside Egypt, the mosque, which
was probably named after Fatimah
al-Zahra, one of Prophet Mohammad’s daughters, was at the heart
of political, religious and social action for hundreds of years.

Al-Azhar university
— believed to be the
oldest Islamic one in
the world — hosts
thousands of foreign
students.
Its scholars renewed Islamic
thought, advised Muslims on dayto-day affairs, travelled across
Egypt to illuminate believers on the
tolerant nature of the Islamic religion and acted to defy despots who
sometimes ruled the country.
Al-Azhar’s influence weakened
in the decades before Egypt’s 2011

revolution but after the uprising it again came to the forefront
of events. Its imam sanctioned
the ouster of Islamist president
Muhammad Morsi in 2013. The
mosque sends clerics to stop occasional flare-ups of sectarian strife in
Egypt. It also legally acts to silence
critics, although much to the chagrin of free speech campaigners.

Al-Azhar is considered
by the vast majority of
Sunni Muslims as the
most prestigious
school of Islamic law.
Al-Azhar was built in two years,
starting from 971, the year when
the city of Cairo began to be constructed. The mosque is inseparable from its university, which was
established as a school of theology
in 988. The school started as an Ismaili Shia one but later became a
Sunni school and remains so.
It is considered by the vast majority of Sunni Muslims as the most
prestigious school of Islamic law.
Al-Azhar, which maintains a committee of certified scholars to judge
individual Islamic questions, a
press for printing the Quran, trains
preachers to speak about Islam.
“This mosque was built to be
a change-maker in the life of the
people of this country,” said Sheikh
Hassan Mustafa, a scholar at alAzhar. “It first oversaw the change
of faith of the people from Shia to
Sunni and now it seeks to drive the
people away from radicalism to
moderation, which is at the heart of
Islam as a religion.”
The mosque is a grand structure
that houses centuries of architectural styles. Its entrance is through
the 15th-century Barber’s Gate,
where students used to have their
heads shaved and which leads into
a courtyard that dates to the tenth
century. It is overlooked by three

General view of al-Azhar University in Cairo, Egypt.
stately minarets.
The latticework-screened residential quarters of the schools on
the right side date to the Mamluk
period.
Al-Azhar university’s library,
which was consolidated in 1897, is
said to include 99,062 books and
595,668 volumes of precious manuscripts, some as old as the eighth
century. About 100,000 students,
including foreign ones, study at alAzhar university.
The style of education at the university remained relatively informal for much of its early history.
At the beginning, there were no

entrance requirements, no formal
curriculum and no degrees. The basic programme of studies was — and
still is — Islamic law, theology and
the Arabic language.
The university teaches a full curriculum of modern courses, such as
medicine, languages, pharmacology, engineering, sciences, media
and agriculture.
Al-Azhar mosque has undergone
many renovations, restorations
and additions but most of those are
said to have destroyed much of the
mosque’s original character.
The oldest part of the mosque is
said to be its original prayer hall,

which is made of five aisles parallel
to the old Qibla wall with the central nave cutting through them in
the middle, running from the court
in the west to the wall in the east.
Wael al-Roubi, a 33-year-old lawyer from the northern coastal city
of Alexandria, travelled to Cairo to
pray at al-Azhar.
“It is really worth the pains of the
journey,” Roubi said. “It is a wonderful place where history and faith
are intertwined in a unique manner.”
Mohamed Zain is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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Somalia’s terror: What retreating ISIS may have in store
James Bruce

Beirut

A

s the world’s attention
focused on Syria and Iraq
where the Islamic State
(ISIS) is being steadily
driven out of territory by
a US-led international coalition, another jihadist group still holds sway
over a vast expanse of territory in
war-ravaged Somalia in the Horn of
Africa.
Just as ISIS is steadily losing
ground, al-Shabab was forced to
relinquish strategic ports along the
Indian Ocean in 2011-12, cutting its
key sources of revenue from extortion and taxing commerce in the cities and towns. It then lost Somalia’s
seaside capital, Mogadishu, in 2014
to Western-backed troops of the African Union (AU).
These days, al-Shabab, fighting to
topple the Western-backed government and set up an Islamist regime,
is fighting back from strongholds in
the arid Somalia hinterland on the
fringe of the Muslim world.
While al-Shabab may not be regaining much of its lost ground, it is
waging a fierce insurgency in which
coordinated suicide bombings —
ISIS’s murderous trademark — play
a key role.
Though Somalia has been largely
out of the global public eye since it
descended into civil war after the
overthrow of dictator Mohamed
Siad Barre in January 1991, events
there are instructive.

Under Abu Ubaidah,
al-Shabab took a page
out of the ISIS
playbook and stepped
up its terror
operations.
They provide insight into what
ISIS can be expected to do when
it has been battered out of its last
redoubts in its self-proclaimed Islamic caliphate that spans Iraq and
Syria.
Al-Shabab has been closely tied
to al-Qaeda for many years but ISIS
is also making inroads in Somalia.
There have been defections and the
group’s recent operations indicate it
has adopted some of ISIS’s most effective terror tactics.
The Americans eliminated many
of al-Shabab’s leaders in air strikes
or special forces operations a few

years ago but have recently resumed their campaign against the
Somalia jihadists.
There are concerns that alShabab, which has close links with
al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula
(AQAP) in Yemen across the Gulf
of Aden, could merge with jihadist
clusters springing up across Africa,
from the Maghreb to Nigeria.
On August 11th, a helicopterborne team of US and Somali special forces swooped into southern
Somalia in an apparent effort to
target al-Shabab’s leader, Sheikh
Ahmad Umar Abu Ubaidah, a religious hardliner in a group that has
long been plagued by internal divisions that mirror the ideological rift
between al-Qaeda and ISIS.

Al-Shabab has been
closely tied to
al-Qaeda for many
years but ISIS is also
making inroads in
Somalia.
The US-based global security consultancy Stratfor reported that Abu
Ubaidah “may have been killed or
captured in the operation” in southern Somalia.
Stratfor said the attack and other
operations indicated “a significant
offensive against key al-Shabab
leaders and facilities was in the
works. The news that Abu Ubaidah
and several other top leaders were
the targets of the raid could indicate
a critical tactical victory in the effort
to ruin the militant group.”
In March, US and Somalia raiders killed more than ten insurgents,
including a leader identified by Somali intelligence as “a high-profile
target” the attackers had hoped to
capture. It is not known who that
target was.
That raid followed a March 5th
air strike that killed more than 150
fighters at a training camp 195km
north of Mogadishu following
weeks of surveillance.
High on the US-Somali target list
is al-Shabab’s intelligence organisation known as the Amniyat, of
which Abu Ubaidah was a founding
member.
According to intelligence sources,
al-Shabab has recently been affected
by desertions, particularly among
foreigners in the group who fled to
join ISIS.
The United States put a $6 million bounty on Abu Ubaidah’s head
in 2015 and there may be a link be-

A Somali policeman walks at the scene of an explosion outside the headquarters of Somalia’s
Criminal Investigation Department (CID) in the capital Mogadishu, on July 31st.
tween the desertions and the August 11th operation against him. The
group’s lack of ideological cohesion
and an inadequate command structure has long been its Achilles heel.
Like the leaders of many jihadist
groups, Abu Ubaidah filled a dead
man’s shoes when he took over in
2014, replacing Ahmad Abdi Godane, a staunch supporter of global
jihad who was killed in a US air
strike.
Before that, Abu Ubaidah was a
little-known cleric who was a member of the widely feared Amniyat,
which Godane had established to
expose and kill dissidents within
the organisation.
Under Abu Ubaidah, al-Shabab
took a page out of the ISIS playbook
and stepped up its terror operations
with a series of suicide attacks in
which hundreds of people were
killed.
Al-Shabab’s links to AQAP in
Yemen, notorious for its innovative

bomb makers and their persistent
— though futile — effort to bomb US
aircraft in flight, were reinforced
several months ago with two failed
attacks against airliners using laptop bombs.
Until Abu Ubaidah took over,
the group had never attempted
anything as ambitious as trying to
down a passenger plane. More such
attacks may be coming.
“The answer to many of the
thorny questions facing al-Shabab,
such as whether to align more closely with al-Qaeda or the Islamic State
could… be heavily influenced by
who is at the group’s helm,” Stratfor
observed.
What comes next for al-Shabab is
not clear but Abu Ubaidah may have
provided a clue with a fiery audio
message issued July 12th, the first
since he became the group’s emir in
2014.
During his 44-minute rant titled
Sharia or Martyrdom and widely

circulated on social media and
on al-Shabab’s Radio Andalus, he
called on his fighters to slaughter
the “Christian crusaders” of the
22,000-member AU peacekeeping
mission known as AMISOM — something they are already doing in significant numbers in retaliation for
AMISOM’s recent successes.
But, in a hint of al-Shabab widening its war as ISIS has done, Abu
Ubaidah, who in 2015 vowed to
escalate attacks on African states
contributing troops to AMISOM,
urged his men to unleash attacks
on Turkey, “the enemy nation” that
recently beefed up aid to the Somali
government and its nascent reconstruction programme.
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He lives
in Beirut.

Why the Islamic State is doomed and bound to collapse

View poi nt
Claude
Salhani

T

he global fear of the
Islamic State (ISIS)
may be somewhat
overplayed. To be
sure, there is a clear
and present threat
emanating from the organisation and it may well be ten times
more lethal than al-Qaeda, as
the director of the FBI recently
warned, but ultimately, it will
fail because it has no clear vision
and no sense of direction
outside of terror and the use of
fear.
No society can survive under
such conditions for very long.
Look at the Soviet Union, nucleararmed and one of two world
super powers. Its reign lasted a
mere 70 years, a blink of an eye in
the history of the planet.
History is still the best road
map of the future and in looking
at philosophies that have been

Volunteers who fight
for the Islamic State are
acting out a life-sized
version of their favourite
video game fantasies.

successful throughout the
ages it has always been those
that offered adherents room to
expand their ideas, be it in the
field of sciences, the arts or even
in religion. If you look at the
religions that have fared well
over the ages — Christianity and
Islam, for example — those faiths
have contributed greatly to the
advancement of the sciences for
their communities.
ISIS, on the other hand, “offers
no hope to the populations it
controls”. The only thing ISIS
has to offer is the “relentless fury
of destruction and an obsession
with perpetual war against
enemies real and imagined,
coupled with extreme religious
interpretations of daily life”,
Sam Ben-Meir, a professor who
teaches world religions at Eastern
International College in Jersey
City, wrote for the Augusta Free
Press.
“ISIS is failing and will fail
not only because it is a brutal
and short-sighted organisation
that rules through fear and
totalitarian control of day-to-day
life but because it is a denial of
the creativity of the human mind
— it is an intellectually starved
group that is devoid of ideas, of
anything resembling theological
or philosophical content.”

Indeed, ISIS and its
interpretation of what Islam
is and what it should be is far
removed from the true faith as
practiced by the vast majority of
the 1.25 billion Muslims.
Still, despite its nihilistic
approach to a religion that most
scholars interpret as one of
peace rather than the neo-fascist
approach chosen by ISIS, the
group has attracted thousands of
followers, many whom left the
comforts of Europe for the wild
existence that is the Islamic State.
Ben-Meir labels this “void”, that
“great intellectual emptiness,
that simplicity where its members
do not need to think” but simply
get to act out their frustration and
anger in a bizarre world where
they make up the rules to suit
their fantasies.
In short, if one was to
psychoanalyse the lives of a good
number of ISIS’s adherents, it
could well be concluded that
these volunteers who fight for the
Islamic State are acting out a lifesized version of their favourite
video game fantasies and along
the way they get to reinterpret the
rules of the game that includes
their version, interpretation and
understanding of scriptures.
Look at Islam’s influence on
its followers and the positive

ISIS’s interpretation
of Islam is
far removed from
the
true faith
as practiced by
the vast
majority
of the 1.25
billion
Muslims.

contributions it made during
the reign of the Umayyads, the
Abbasids, the Ottomans and even
during the violent reign of the
Mamelukes, who nevertheless
contributed to the building of
great mosques in Egypt, in Iraq,
and of course during the time
of the Moors who contributed
greatly to the advancement in
astrology, mathematics and
medicine. Now compare that
to the medieval brutality and
backwardness professed by ISIS
and judge for yourself.
At the end of the day, again
with history as a guide, societies
that have fared well and continue
to do well are the ones that offer
their citizens advancements in
all fields. ISIS’s version of Islam
will follow the path of other
totalitarian systems. Where is
communism today? Where are the
once powerful fascist powers of
the past century? What remains
of the Iraqi Ba’ath? Much of the
top echelon of what was once the
Iraqi Ba’ath Party, it is believed,
has found its way into the ISIS
hierarchy.
For the moment ISIS remains
a threat to the civilised world
but its hatred of all that does
not conform to its liking will
ultimately help bring about its
demise.
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Iran deploys Russian
missiles amid new
Gulf tensions
Ed Blanche

Beirut

I

ran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps (IRGC) said it
had deployed its newly acquired Russian-made longrange S-300 air-defence system around one of the country’s
most strategic nuclear facilities, the
underground uranium enrichment
centre near the holy city of Qom,
amid a string of military moves
intended to provoke the United
States.
Iran’s state media reported on
August 29th that the Russian-built
S-300, capable of tracking multiple
aircraft and missiles simultaneously, had been installed around
the Fordow facility, which is deep
inside a mountain 100km south of
Tehran.
Another S-300 unit was deployed
in May at the IRGC’s Khatam al-Anbia Air Defence Base in the northern province of Semnan, believed
to be a key air-defence nerve centre.
Iran is deeply concerned about
the possibility of Israeli air or missile strikes at its nuclear facilities
and, to a lesser extent, about US
attacks.
Growing tensions with Saudi
Arabia, Iran’s long-time regional
rival, and possible strikes by the
kingdom’s US-built jets have probably sharpened Tehran’s concerns.
The S-300 deployment at Fordow
illustrates the importance the Iranians place on the facility in their nuclear programme, which has been
curtailed under the July 2015 agreement in exchange for lifting crippling economic sanctions on Iran.
That deal took effect in January
and Fordow has not been operating
since then. Whether the deployment indicates the Iranians may

plan to restart uranium enrichment, the core of the nuclear weapons programme, is not known.
As it is, the positioning of the S300s is certain to raise US concerns
triggered in large part by continued anti-US pronouncements from
hard-liners in Tehran who tolerated reformist President Hassan
Rohani’s diplomatic outreach only
because the supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, decreed they
must.
There is considerable residual opposition in Iran to any form of rapprochement with the United States
and tensions have risen in recent
months over a series of Iranian ballistic missile tests, which the US
considers a violation of UN Security
Council resolutions and a breach of
the landmark 2015 agreement between Iran and US-led global powers.
On August 17th, the director of
the US Missile Defense Agency, US
Navy Vice-Admiral James Syring,
cautioned that Iran and North Korea, which has a long history of
collaborating with the Islamic Republic, have stepped up their programmes to develop long-range
ballistic missiles.

The S-300 deployment
at Fordow illustrates
the importance the
Iranians place on the
facility in their nuclear
programme.
Iran has continued to test “in
numbers and increase of capability”, developing its Shahab-3
intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM), Syring told the Space
and Missile Defense Symposium in
Huntsville, Alabama.
At the same time, the IRGC, which
controls Iran’s missile programme
and its growing arsenal of opera-

An S-300 missile system is displayed by Iran’s army during a parade last April, just outside Tehran.
tional weapons, has improved the
precision and accuracy of the Emad
ballistic missile, Syring said.
North Korea has contributed
greatly to the development of Iran’s
ballistic weapons and the six recent
tests of its Musudan IRBM, which
has a range of 2,000km, and its
breakthrough launch of a ballistic
weapon from a submarine in April
may well accelerate similar efforts
by the Islamic Republic.
US concerns have mounted amid
a recent wave of arrests of dualnational citizens on allegations of
treason and espionage, possibly as
pushback against the 2015 deal.
Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei, heightened tensions
by declaring, in apparent reference
to the United States, that “the enemy should understand that if it
makes any aggression, it will be hit
hard and our defences will also include response”.
Khamenei’s remarks, made during an August 28th speech at an
airbase near Tehran, came four
days after the latest in a series of
incidents in which Iranian warships
harassed US Navy vessels in the
Arabian Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz, the only in and out of the waterway and a vital oil tanker route.
He declared that Iran’s military
power was for defensive purposes.

He insisted the S-300 “is a defence
system not an assault one but the
Americans did their utmost to prevent Iran from getting it”.
However, the S-300, due to its
long range, can be used for offensive operations because it is able
to shoot down aircraft far beyond
Iran’s airspace and could thus target US aircraft in the Gulf region,
along with aircraft from Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates,
the major military powers on the
western, Arab shore of the Gulf, almost as soon as they were to take
off from their bases.
In June, the IRGC’s deputy commander, General Hossein Salami,
warned that Iranian forces would
close the Strait of Hormuz if the
United States “threatened” Iran.
Tehran has made similar threats
many times over the past 20 years
and despite naval confrontations
has made no serious attempt to
close the narrow strait.
But that was when the United
States deployed its 5th Fleet in the
region, usually including at least
one aircraft carrier battle group and
sometimes two. But now US forces
are being scaled down under hefty
cuts in military spending amid a
pivot to the Pacific to counter China.
US defence consultant Peter

Huessy, president of Washingtonbased GeoStrategic Analysis, observed in the journal Defense News:
“Unfortunately, the US Navy’s ability to keep the strait open is weaker
than in the recent past and Iranian
military capabilities are measurably stronger.”
The difficulties in keeping the
narrow waterway open if Iran
sought to close it were demonstrated in a 2002 Pentagon war game,
Millennium Challenge, that tested
US capabilities.
The result was a spectacular failure. “A carrier and ten cruisers were
sunk” by the Red Team, representing Iran, which was headed by a retired US Marine general.
Since then, Huessy cautioned,
“the US fleet’s weapons, tactics and
strategy have only been marginally
improved. The fleet has shrunk to
272 combatant ships even in the
face of analysis that a robust maritime security strategy can only be
implemented with a fleet of at least
350 ships…
“Just five of our ten carrier battle groups are now operational and
only two are regularly available.”
The Navy Times recently reported that the “tense waters of
the Asia-Pacific or the Middle East
could go for weeks or months without a US carrier patrolling there”.

In Iran, the battle to succeed Khamenei heats up
Gareth Smyth

London

W

hen
Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, founder and
leader of the Islamic Republic, died in
1989 the danger of political crisis
meant his passing was not reported for several hours and within a
day his successor — Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei — was announced.
The post of rahbar (leader) is
easily the most powerful in Iran.
Because Khamenei, 77, had prostate surgery in 2014, there has
been discreet speculation as to
who might follow in his shoes.
The possibility that the Assembly of Experts (Majles-e Khobregan-Rahbari) might be called
on to make this choice in its new
eight-year term encouraged a 62%
turnout by Iranian voters in February to elect its 89 members. But the
assembly’s inner workings remain
impervious to outside eyes.

At 82, Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani seems too
old and probably too
controversial.
“It’s near to impossible to be
confident about any names [for
the next supreme leader] at this
stage, although there are many in
the speculative mix,” said Farideh
Farhi, of the University of Hawaii
at Manoa. “Among them, an argument can be made that even President [Hassan] Rohani is among
those auditioning.”

Rohani, a robust 67, lacks preeminence as an Islamic scholar.
The requirement that the leader
be a marja, the most senior Shia
Muslim cleric, was removed from
the constitution in 1989, apparently to allow Khamenei, then just
49 and holding a similar rank (hojatoleslam) to Rohani today, to succeed as Khomeini’s chosen heir.
The Experts Assembly might prefer someone with the higher clerical rank of ayatollah.
The notion of the leader combined from the start pre-eminence
as an Islamic jurist with political
leadership, a challenging conception based on Khomeini’s dynamic
personality and intelligence.
The leader’s office has widened
its sway under Khamenei, with
representatives throughout the
bureaucracy, military and provinces. Running it is no mean task.
While Khamenei has generally
sympathised with Iran’s conservatives, his support has also been
crucial to the government accepting limitations on its nuclear programme under last year’s agreement with world powers.
Khamenei has acted as an arbiter between factions, intervening
in 2005 to allow two reformists to
run for president after they were
barred by the watchdog Guardian
Council and later curbing the “excesses” of president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in his second term.
Farhi portrays Khamenei as
an “institution builder” who has
transformed the leadership from a
post resting on Khomeini’s charisma. “Ayatollah Khamenei’s legacy,
like almost all other Middle Eastern leaders, will be shaped more by

the way he parts than by what he
has done as leader,” she said.
This includes some role in the
succession. Hence Khamenei’s
appointment in March of Ebrahim Raeesi, previously national
prosecutor-general, as chairman of
Astan Quds Razavi, the foundation
managing the shrine of Imam Reza
in Mashhad, was seen by some as
Khamenei elevating a possible successor.
Until 2015, the front runner had
been seen as Ayatollah Mahmoud
Hashemi Shahroudi, 67, who had
been acting chairman of the Experts Assembly for nine months
and had earlier been assigned
tasks by Khamenei — including
mediating between president and
parliament — that were the leader’s
responsibility.
But revelations that Shahroudi
was under judicial investigation
over financial irregularities linked
to Iraq, where he has extensive
networks, led to his sudden withdrawal in 2015 from the election of
a new Assembly chairman, which
was won by 84-year-old Ayatollah
Mohammad Yazdi, himself succeeded in May by 89-year-old Ayatollah Ahmad Jannati.
This does not rule out Shahroudi
from the succession but suggests
his broad appeal among clerics, the
military and politicians gives him
enemies. And the role of the judiciary in his demise has fed speculation that judicial chief Sadeg Larijani seeks a kingmaker role in the
leadership succession or even to be
himself a candidate.
At 55, Larijani has time on his
side. The recent judiciary decision
to execute the nuclear scientist

Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei (R), Iranian
President Hassan Rohani (C) and former Iranian president Akbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani (L) attend a meeting with ambassadors of
Islamic countries, in Tehran, last July.
Shahram Amiri as an alleged spy
showed how decisive he can be, although many in the political class
say Larijani is divisive.
Some analysts in Tehran see the
Amiri execution, as well as the arrests of dual-nationals, as part of
the factional battle centred both
on next May’s presidential election
and, more obscurely, the leadership succession.
A fourth possible candidate for
the leadership, none other than
Rohani, may well have accepted
the torch of pragmatic conservatism from his long-term ally, former president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, who at 82 seems too old,
and probably too controversial, to
become leader.

Saeid Golkar, senior fellow at
Chicago Council of Global Affairs
and lecturer at Northwestern University, points out that Rohani has
recently assigned more projects to
the Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps.
“While his main support is
among the technocrats and bureaucrats, he is trying to silence
hard-line criticism,” Golkar said.
Rohani certainly has an eye on
next May’s presidential election
but the leadership succession casts
such a shadow that it is seen almost everywhere.
Gareth Smyth was chief
correspondent in Iran for the
Financial Times in 2003-07.
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Iran emerging as a factor in US presidential campaign
Thomas Seibert

Washington

I

ran is adding a spark to yet
another US presidential race.
While the effect is unlikely to be
as dramatic as the Tehran hostage crisis was in the 1980 election, Democrats and Republicans
in the current battle for the White
House are facing accusations of selling out American values to a regime
still seen as an adversary.
In a campaign run mostly on such
domestic issues as immigration, race
and the economy, Iran has surfaced
as one of the few foreign policy battlegrounds. Charges of being weak
on Iran are potentially explosive in
US politics because Tehran has long
been seen as a state sponsor of terrorism and a threat to America’s ally
Israel.
Both major parties made clear in
their election platforms that they
are determined to take tough action
against Iran. The Democrats stand
by last year’s deal over Iran’s nuclear programme but promise military action if Iran breaks the agreement. The Republicans’ campaign
rejects the nuclear agreement but
their presidential nominee, Donald
Trump, is vague about whether he
would cancel it if elected president.
The Democrats have been on the
hot seat since it was revealed that US
President Barack Obama’s administration sent $400 million in cash by
plane to Tehran on January 17th, the
same day that Washington secured
the release of three Americans held
by Iran. Obama strongly denied that
the money constituted a ransom
payment but Trump has sought to
make the most of what he says is a
dangerous precedent set by Obama
and his former secretary of State,
Democratic Party presidential nominee Hillary Clinton.
“He denied it was for the hostages
but it was. He said we don’t pay ransom but he did. He lied about the
hostages — openly and blatantly,”
Trump said at a campaign rally August 18th.
“Now the administration has put

US Republican Party presidential candidate Donald Trump speaks at the 117th National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of
the United States in Charlotte, North Carolina, last July.
every American travelling overseas,
including our military personnel,
at greater risk of being kidnapped.
Hillary Clinton owns President
Obama’s Iran policy. One more reason she can never be allowed to be
president.”
Trump’s attack followed remarks
by US State Department spokesman
John Kirby, who said the United
States had used the “leverage” offered by the transfer of the $400
million in securing the Americans’
release. The Obama administration
said the money belonged to Iran anyway and was the first instalment of
$1.7 billion that is to be returned to
Tehran as reimbursement for funds
paid by Iran in the 1970s for weapons that were never delivered.
Suzanne Maloney, a Middle East
expert at the Brookings Institution
in Washington, said “the use of financial leverage to persuade Tehran
to curtail its most dangerous policies” was a time-tested instrument
in America’s dealing with Iran.

“Every US president, both Republican and Democrat, has adhered
to the formula adopted in the days
after the 1979 seizure of the American embassy in Tehran: to hold
open the door to negotiations while
increasing the costs to Tehran for its
malfeasance,” Maloney wrote in an
analysis.

Both major parties
made clear in their
election platforms that
they are determined to
take tough action
against Iran.
American-Iranian relations have
improved since the conclusion of
the nuclear deal but Trump and other Republicans remain critical of the
agreement and claim it is a failure.
On the campaign trail Trump said
Iran had gotten its hands on $150
billion because of the nuclear deal.
Republicans also criticised the

Obama administration after gunboats of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps harassed US Navy vessels in the Persian Gulf in August. US
Senator Kelly Ayotte, R-New Hampshire, told The Hill newspaper that
“Iran’s unchecked aggression and
malign activities throughout the
Middle East continue to increase,
despite assertions from the administration that the nuclear agreement
between our countries would make
Tehran a more cooperative global
partner”.
The Iran issue works both ways:
Trump’s party stands accused of
trying to reach a backroom deal
with Tehran to prevent the Democrats scoring a diplomatic victory.
An Iranian official said earlier this
year that US Republicans had asked
Tehran to delay the release of the
three American hostages until after
the November elections.
“We were carrying out negotiations with the Obama administration, when representatives of the

Republican Party got in touch with
us,” Admiral Ali Shamkhani, secretary of Iran’s Supreme National
Security Council, told the France24
news channel. “They asked us to do
what we could to hinder the talks
and to push them back until after the
US presidential elections — in other
words, after President Obama’s departure, ” he said.
Shamkhani’s claim, for which he
offered no evidence, recalls a similar
alleged conspiracy almost 40 years
ago. The failure by then-president
Jimmy Carter to free 52 Americans
held hostage in the US embassy in
Tehran played a major role in the
1980 election, which Carter lost to
Republican Ronald Reagan. The
hostages were released as Reagan
took office, leading to speculation
that Republicans had provided the
Iranians with money and weapons
in return for delaying their release.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Washington.

Author Deepa Iyer explores the challenges of US minorities

Book s

Dunia
El-Zobaidi

We Too Sing
America
offers wellthought-out
practical
steps to
anyone
concerned
about the
future of
minorities in
the West.

A

fter the terror attacks
on 9/11, South
Asians, Arabs and
Muslims in the
United States
experienced a
paradox: The state became both
the defender of their civil rights
but also the source of surveillance
and detention of hundreds of
immigrants from those communities.
Projections are that by 2043,
America will become a “majorityminority” country, with people of
colour becoming the majority of its
population. Deepa Iyer, a senior fellow at the Center for Social Inclusion, discusses this transformation
in her book We Too Sing America
and offers advice to both the state
and minorities on how to build better understanding.
Iyer said the surveillance of Muslims by US authorities led to feelings of isolation, fear and a sense
of not belonging, that members of
those communities are “others”
who should be viewed with suspicion and whose rights, presence,
and even lives are less equal and
valuable than others’.
“When there is a distrust in law
enforcement, people hesitate to
report to the police something that
is happening in their community
or in their family,” Iyer said in an
interview. “They are afraid if they
do that, they will be on the terror
list and they will be investigated.
Americans generally have a fear of
Muslims because they think law enforcement and the US government
are engaging in activities against

those communities.”
South Asian, Arab and Muslim activists have worked with the Black
Lives Matter movement because
they say that when African Americans achieve true equality, it will be
impossible for systems and policies
to engage in discrimination and
racism against other communities
of colour.
Kameelah Mu’Min Rashad,
an interfaith fellow and a Muslim chaplain at the University of
Pennsylvania, told Iyer: “All of a
sudden after 9/11, Islam started to
be foreign. It became associated
with war and foreign policy despite
its long history in America. And if
Islam becomes foreign, then Black
Muslims don’t even exist.”
Some South Asians and Arabs
were racialised after 9/11 but Black
Muslims had been racialised earlier.
In the 1950s and 1960s, the FBI
spied, disrupted and infiltrated
Black Muslim mosques.
Although some argue that the
federal government had the right
to scrutinise Muslims, Iyer points
out: “The selective enforcement of
national security and immigration
policies deprived South Asian, Arab
and Muslim immigrants of their
rights to equal protection under
the law and presumed their guilt by
association.”
She argues that the US government’s 2014 surveillance guidelines
give individuals from South Asian,
Arab and Muslim backgrounds a
different set of rights than others,
resulting in second-class citizenship for them.
“‘It is an internal advocacy issue

where our communities are trying
to ask and demand (US President
Barack) Obama to fix the guidance,”
Iyer said. “Where we are in terms
of the Obama administration’s
tenure and the election cycle right
now, I am not sure if we are going
to see any progress with that right
now but it continues to be a really
important advocacy point for South
Asian Muslims who are looking for
ways in which they are not targeted
by law reinforcement.”
Iyer, in her book, suggests that
racial justice organisations stand
alongside South Asian, Arab,
Muslim and Sikh communities
to demand the US Department
of Justice address deficiencies and loopholes in federal
guidelines.
Additionally, she said,
Muslim communities should
lobby legislators to enact
anti-profiling measures that
ban unjust surveillance practices by state and local law
enforcement officials not
covered under the federal
guidelines.
She also said government agencies should
analyse and share
publicly the outcomes of
their surveillance policies
and programmes while assessing the effects the policies have
had on communities of colour and
immigrants.
Iyer wants public hearings to
press the state to consider apologies and reparations and to discuss
the realities and experiences of
South Asian, Arab, Muslim and

Projections
are that by
2043, America will
become a
“majorityminority”
country.

Sikh communities in the post-9/11
environment.
Iyer also offers advice to minorities, saying more joint actions and
unity are needed when addressing common issues and shared
problems. For example, South-east
Asians and South Asians could
form deeper alliances to address
the deportation and immigration
enforcement crises affecting their
communities, spurred on by the
1996 immigration laws and post9/11 policies.
She quoted Greisa Martinez, a
field organiser for United
We Dream, a Latino-American group, who said that
Latino-led organisations
should recruit non-Latino
immigrant youth and create
welcoming spaces for them.
Iyer warned that efforts
may be under way to expand
the category of “white”
to buttress the numbers of
whites and to convey the false
impression that whiteness
can include non-racial factors
such as higher economic and
educational status. Iyer argued
that minorities should resist the
invitation to dismantle the racial
ladder.
We Too Sing America offers
well-thought-out practical steps
to anyone concerned about the future of minorities in the West. With
the rise of the perceived threat of
minorities, the book’s timing could
not be better.
Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in London.
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Countering extremism in British classrooms
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

T

he film opens with a
shot of a man watching the 9/11 attacks on
a screen. He speaks: “I
watched people jumping out of those windows to avoid
being burned alive. Not one moment did I think these people have
families… It was payback. It was
retribution. It was fair dues. That’s
how it felt.”
The camera focuses on the bespectacled face of Adam Deen.
A former member of the banned
Islamist extremist movement alMuhajiroun, Deen renounced extremism and joined the Quilliam
Foundation, which specialises in
counter-extremism. He is appearing in a video for Extreme Dialogue, a programme launched in
Britain in July that will be shown
in classrooms throughout the
country as part of a campaign to
battle extremism.

“What Islam is about
is connecting with
God so you can be a
better human
being.”
Adam Deen
The short film ends with Deen
kneeling in prayer. He has renounced extremism and speaks
of a more genuine Islam. “My relationship with my faith is very
much how I was before I was radicalised,” he said. “What Islam is
about is connecting with God so
you can be a better human being.

I’m still proud to be a Muslim. The
type of Islam that I live now is one
that is authentic, grounded on
mercy, compassion and justice.”
At a time when Europe is witnessing a rising number of lonewolf attacks from home-grown
terrorists and Britain’s terror
threat level is “severe”, there has
been an increased focus on heading off radicalisation before it can
start; teaching young, vulnerable
people enough so that they are
not caught up with extremism and
helping those trapped on an extremist path to disembark.
The need is found in the fact
that 3,995 people — an average of
11 per day — were referred to the
government’s flagship counter-extremism scheme Channel in 2015.
Britain enforced the Prevent Duty
in March 2015 that made it mandatory for schools to monitor students and inform the government
if it believed that any student was
under threat of radicalisation.
Erin Saltman, a counter-extremism researcher at the Institute for
Strategic Dialogue, said the increase in people referred to Channel was important for a number
of reasons. “One is that there’s a
huge amount of awareness around
radicalisation that just didn’t exist before. It’s now a buzzword
whereas five years ago it wouldn’t
have been,” she said in a March
2016 article in the Guardian newspaper.
“The other is an increase in fear.
We are seeing an increase in fearful rhetoric around radicalisation,
particularly when we see foreign
terrorist fighters and females in
unprecedented numbers joining
the Islamic State.”
Although this programme was

Adam Deen speaks about his experience with extremism in an Extreme Dialogue short film.
designed specifically to tackle Islamic extremism and specifically
the threat represented by the Islamic State (ISIS), far fewer Muslims than originally thought were
referred to Channel.
The West Midlands, which includes cities and towns such as
Birmingham and Coventry with
large Muslim communities, was
the only region to provide a detailed breakdown of its figures.
Out of the 788 people referred to
Channel in the West Midlands, 293
— 37% — were Muslims.
This is something that is borne
out by the Extreme Dialogue programme, which aims to “reduce
the appeal of extremism among
young people and offer a positive alternative to the increasing

amounts of extremist material and
propaganda available on the internet and social media”.
Other films in the programme
feature Billy McCurrie, a convicted terrorist who joined the Ulster
Volunteer Force after his father
was killed by the Irish Republican
Army, and Daniel Gallant, a former
white supremacist.
Of the 788 people referred to
Channel in the West Midlands in
2015, 68 were aged 9 or younger,
193 were aged 10-14 and 235 were
15-19.
There is a lot of anecdotal evidence of children being referred
to Channel for dubious reasons,
including growing a beard or wearing a hijab. Extreme Dialogue aims
to take a lighter approach, opening

a dialogue among students about
the dangers of radicalisation in an
atmosphere where fear of being
reported to Channel is on the rise.
“The real problem is that a lot
of signifiers are things that would
be considered normal teenage
behaviour, like changes in dress,
changes in ability to want to talk to
teachers or parents,” Saltman said
in the Guardian article.
“Teachers are fearful and want
to safeguard students but they’re
not being given very clear guidelines or training. What this will
now do is shut down dialogue,
rather than open up discourse and
transparency within a classroom.”
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Dual citizenship under attack in Europe

View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

I

s dual citizenship going out
of fashion in Europe? After a
brief period of apparent
equanimity, the German
government is signalling
unease with the idea of split
allegiance. Four months ago,
French President François
Hollande was forced to scrap
plans to strip French-born,
dual-national convicted terrorists of their French passports.
The issue may return to the
official in-tray after France’s May
2017 presidential election. German
politicians too may face increasing pressure to roll back one of the
provisions in the December 2014
amendment to the nationality
act, which gives the German-born
children of non-German parents
the right to dual citizenship.
Why? Political ideas can often
be like designer clothes. They can
have a relatively short catwalk
season and a fickle relationship
with public opinion. Note the
growing unpopularity of the notion that globalisation is good and
free trade deals are superb. No one
should be surprised if dual nationality becomes the next target of
Europe’s endless and testy arguments over rights, responsibilities,
culture, cohesion and national
security.
Already, we can hear the faint
rumblings of change. German Interior Minister Thomas de Maiziere
recently said that dual-nationals
will lose German citizenship if
they fight for militant Islamist
groups abroad. His boss, Chancellor Angela Merkel, provoked anger
and consternation when she
declared that her government

The issue may return
to the official in-tray
after France’s May 2017
presidential election.

expected a “high level of loyalty”
to be displayed by Germany’s
largest immigrant community, the
Turkish diaspora.
Gokay Sofuoglu, chairman of the
Turkish Community in Germany
(TGD), an association that represents dentists, teachers, parents
and other sections of the Turkish
community across Germany’s 16
states, hit back. He said it would be
a mistake to force ethnic minorities to choose between passports
because that would create “second-class German nationals”.
A German national without a
migrant background would never
lose citizenship, no matter how
“undesirable” their actions, Sofuoglu said, “so why do other people
who were also born and raised
here have to abide by a different
set of standards simply because
they have their roots abroad?”
He may have answered his own
question. The sanctity of citizenship, the allegiance a person must
feel to the country to which they
belong by law, is as much about
psychology as it is about politics.
In 21st-century Europe, it is becoming intertwined with security
as well.
That is not particularly surprising. Less than 100 years ago, the
League of Nations, the intergovernmental organisation dedicated
to world peace, was proclaiming
“every person should have a nationality and should have one nationality only”. Until the 1990s, a
European treaty required countries
to limit dual citizenship. Worldwide, the prevailing view largely
seemed to derive from the 19thcentury American historian and
diplomat George Bancroft’s jovial
assertion that it was as intolerable
for a man to have two countries as
for him to have two wives.
But in the 1990s and 2000s,
multiple identities started to be
considered a natural and desirable
by-product of globalisation, mass
migration, mass travel and intermarriage across continents. Free-

The French national flag flying on top of the
Grand Mosque of Paris.
traders of all stripes denounced
the notion of one-man, one-state
as outdated.
In 2008, the Washington thinktank Migration Policy Institute
estimated that nearly half the
world’s countries tolerated some
form of dual nationality and others were coming around to it. A
diasporic community that was
accorded some recognition in its
former homeland started to be
seen as an economic resource and
a unique cultural ambassador in
the global village.
That golden age may be ending
before it had fully begun, especially in a Europe that increasingly
wants citizens to bear their loyalties proudly and prominently.

The German
government
is signalling
unease
with the
idea of split
allegiance.

It will be a challenge. According
to Germany’s Federal Statistical
Office, nearly 20% of the population is of migrant background,
which is defined as being born a
non-citizen or having a recent ancestor who was. For France, there
are no census figures but a 2009
survey by the National Institute for
Demographic Studies found that
3.3 million people admitted to dual
nationality. That is about 5% of the
population of metropolitan France
aged 18 to 50.
Some 90% of France’s dualnationals are immigrants or descended from immigrants and the
majority (66%) is of North African
origin, with Turks a close second.
Unsurprisingly, nationality-stripping proposals and suchlike stir
great indignation.
Mostly, these make for good
politics but they are meaningless
in terms of security. If Germany
took away the German passports of
dual-nationals who have fought for
the Islamic State (ISIS), they would
not be able to return to Europe
to pursue the extremist group’s
violent agenda. That is irrelevant
now that ISIS is urging Muslims in
Europe not to travel but to carry
out lone-wolf attacks there. Consider the way a similar nationalitystripping policy has worked in
France: Only 13 naturalised people
with terrorism convictions have
lost their French nationality since
1996.
That said, there may be a case
for dual nationality metamorphosing into a restricted right, which is
to say that an individual may have
two (or more) passports but vote
only in one country. This would
subtly reaffirm the sanctity of the
bond between a citizen and his
or her country. It really is about
psychology, not just politics.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at
www.rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Syrian refugees create
new community in
London
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

D

uring a summer dominated by negative media stories about refugees heading to Europe,
those who have already
arrived have faced a backlash. But
one online group in London is seeking to provide assistance to this
new community of migrants and
demonstrate that they can have a
positive effect on society.
A Facebook group known as
Ahlan Wa Sahlan — “welcome” in
Arabic — that was started by a small
group of Syrian refugees and others
has grown into a vibrant community of refugees and volunteers in
London. Providing language classes and practical advice, Ahlan Wa
Sahlan bills itself as a “community
for volunteers, organisations and
charities helping Syrian refugees
feel welcome in our beautiful city,
London”.
Co-founder Fardous Bahbouh
said she understood the difficulty
refugees face when embarking on
a new life in a new country. A language teacher in her 30s, Bahbouh
was studying for a master’s degree
in the United Kingdom when the
Syrian war broke out. She had been
planning to return home but the
conflict derailed her plans. “I am a
refugee but I was one of the lucky
ones because I was already in the
UK when the Syrian war started,”
she said.
Ahlan Wa Sahlan provides a forum for volunteers and refugees
to interact and help each other.

“So many people in the UK wanted
to help but they didn’t know how.
When you have a very good-hearted person and they see the war on
their TV screens, they want to help
but they don’t know how. So this
is one of the ways that they can do
that,” Bahbouh said.
Many British people have volunteered their time to help refugees
learn English. For Bahbouh, a language teacher and translator by
profession, the importance of refugees learning English could not be
overstated.
“For the people coming to the
UK, it is so hard to start in a new
country and especially if they don’t
speak English… The system here
does not allow asylum seekers access to English classes until they
are granted asylum in months or
years. This means they are locked
away from society because of the
language barrier until the Home Office decides on their asylum. And
then, they are magically expected
to integrate into society,” she said.
“So you had some people who
were really motivated to help but
they didn’t know exactly what was
the best way to do that and you
had the newcomers who needed
help, so we thought if we establish a group like Ahlan Wa Sahlan
it would be easy to make the link,”
Bahbouh added.
“There’s a lot of news about the
refugees coming to the UK and I
wanted to be part of making sure
that the country does actually
welcome refugees,” said volunteer
English teacher Caryn Jenner in a
YouTube video about the group.
Syrian refugee Mohamed said
Ahlan Wa Sahlan not only helped

A Syrian refugee accesses Ahlan Wa Sahlan through her mobile phone.
him learn English, it also allowed
him make new friends.
Ahlan Wa Sahlan is not a unique
group but it is indicative of the kind
of grass-roots activism carried out
by charities and community groups
to help newcomers adjust to life
in Britain. The United Kingdom
has pledged to resettle more than
20,000 Syrians but it is local communities and the first wave of refugees who have been settled who are
playing an increasingly important
role.
But Ahlan Wa Sahlan is more
than just a disparate group of refugees from across the Middle East
and volunteers who want to help
them, it is a real community, Bahbouh says.
“Yes, language is important but it
is also important [for those coming]
to see people like them who have
integrated into society. They come
and they don’t know what’s going
to happen, so it is good for them to
see other people who have already
been through it. It reassures them
and gives them a feeling that if other people are surviving, then I also

can survive,” Bahbouh said.
The group hosts dinners, picnics
and other social events, allowing
refugees of different countries and
backgrounds to get to know each
other and share the refugee experience. They are doing more than just
thinking of the past though. Many
have volunteered their time and
expertise to help the local community.

Ahlan Wa Sahlan has
managed, in just a few
short months, to
create a sense of real
community among
refugees in London.
“We are here in this country that
has very kindly welcomed us and
allowed us to start a new life and
it’s our responsibility to give back
to the community,” Bahbouh said.
She spoke of the empowering nature of volunteering, particularly
for refugees, to be able to give as
well as receive. “We posted an announcement seeking volunteers to

help organise a Syrian dinner as a
community-building event and so
many refugees offered to help out,
more than usually come to benefit from our services. I was deeply
touched by all the enthusiasm and
willingness to help and contribute.
I believe that we need to create
more opportunities, more ways to
empower refugees,” Bahbouh said.
Ahlan Wa Sahlan has managed,
in just a few short months, to create
a sense of real community among
refugees in London, not just among
Syrian refugees, but refugees from
different communities. “It is more
than a Facebook group; it is a community. We are a family here supporting each other,” Bahbouh said.
“It is a Syrian tradition that we
always welcome refugees in our
country, like during the Iraq war
and the Palestinian (refugees). And
now, even though we are in a very
bad situation, outside of our country, it also gives us a sense of continuing the tradition that we have
back home of welcoming people.
Ahlan Wa Sahlan is open for everybody,” she said.

Iraqi refugees in Finland live in fear of deportation
Nazli Tarzi

London

F

inland has been home to
Mustafa, a 38-year-old
journalist from Iraq’s Anbar province, for the last
11 months.
Egypt had been his initial destination after landing in Turkey after
fleeing the conflict in Iraq. Three
months into his stay, however, he
received an ultimatum: Return to
Turkey or face imprisonment.
Egypt’s three-year temporary
residency permit, Mustafa, who
spoke on condition his surname
not be disclosed, explained, “is
attainable if you’re a student or a
businessman. I’m neither.”
He journeyed to Finland, believing that his chances of securing permanent residency would
be greater than in other European
countries.
Usama, 30, arrived in Finland last
October harbouring similar hopes.
He also did not want his surname
disclosed. He and Mustafa were interviewed using WhatsApp.

Out of the 3,679
refugees who have
applied for asylum in
Finland in 2016, 815
are Iraqi.
With a trace of anguish in his
voice, Usama explained how sectarian killings tore his home of
Diyala apart. “Iraq to me is dead,”
Usama said. “I came here to act on
the desire of building a better future for my four children and destitute wife.”
The hopes of Mustafa and Usama
for permanent resettlement were
left hanging by a thin thread following revisions to the Finnish

immigration law that led to many
rejected asylum seekers being ushered onto chartered flights back
home. Finnish authorities cited
“improved security” in Iraq as the
motive behind the mass deportations.
Iraqis to whom return is not an
option did not remain silent. They
took to the streets of Helsinki and
elsewhere, condemning a decision
they assert is built on false pretences.
“Where do I go?” asked Mustafa,
whose home in Falluja has been demolished.
Usama says he faces a similar
predicament. He said he had been
wrongly imprisoned in Iraq for 16
months based on allegations made
by a secret informant. After his
eventual acquittal, a new threat
confronted Usama: the Islamic
State (ISIS).
“The threat is not perceived,”
says Mustafa, “but illogical thinking prevails in the portrayal of Iraq
as safe.”
“For the first year after Daesh
overran Falluja, I was able to survive, working as a journalist,”
Mustafa said, referring to ISIS by
its Arabic acronym. “One day I felt
a hand clasp my shoulder. A heavy
voice followed: ‘Why are you not
attending prayers?’ I was scolded
by a member of Daesh’s Hisbe
al-Dakhilia [special police force]
convinced that I was deliberately
avoiding prayer and would only
settle the matter in court.”
As Baghdad and the northern
Iraqi provinces closed their doors
to displaced civilians, Mustafa embarked on a perilous journey. After
travelling for 16 days through eight
countries and a brief stint in a Hungarian prison, he reached Finland.
Not long after settling there,
Mustafa detected something offbeat in stories told by other Iraqis.
Many claimed that battles against

Iraqi refugees returning from Finland arrive at Baghdad airport,
Iraq, last February.
ISIS in Falluja, Anbar, Ramadi and
Tikrit had rendered them homeless.
“The majority were able to produce adequate documentation in
support of their tales. While there
was truth to what they were saying, their dialects exposed their
lies,” Mustafa said. He said many
of these people were from southern Iraq and were not in danger but
had “left voluntarily, exploiting an
opportune moment”.
“Many fabricated refugee stories
are not scrutinised,” Usama echoed. “Meanwhile, the fate of us,
with evidence to substantiate well-

founded fears of persecution, is
marked by prolonged uncertainty.”
Both men underlined the difficulties in distinguishing the “honest” from the “deceitful”.
“We all heard about the thousands who cancelled their application to return home — either because of false hopes, bad weather
or family duties,” Mustafa said,
cautioning that “the reality is far
more convoluted”.
Further impediments to the
men’s hopes to remain in Finland,
which had been fairly hospitable
for the most part, they say, came
after the arrest of several Iraqi men

on charges of war crimes.
Iraqi twin brothers were taken
into custody in Finland last year
for alleged involvement in the June
2014 Camp Speicher massacre in
which nearly 1,600 Iraqi Air Force
cadets were killed by ISIS. Also,
two former Iraqi Shia militiamen
were arrested in March in Finland
after photographs of them posing
with decapitated heads surfaced
online.
Out of the 3,679 refugees who
have applied for asylum in Finland in 2016, 815 are Iraqi. Finnish
magazine YLE reported that 85% of
the 32,500 applications for asylum
in the country had been approved.
However, in June and July, only
one-in-six applications was accepted.
Mustafa and Usama, who have
been sharing an apartment provided by the Ministry of Economic
Affairs with seven other Iraqis in
Kemijärvi, said they feel increasingly threatened by accelerated deportations. They want to remain in
a country that has been providing
them each with a $314 monthly allowance and hope that their families, who are confined to a life of
deprivation scattered across refugee camps, can join them.
A glimmer of hope still exists
as Iraqi Ambassador to Finland
Matheel al-Sabti appealed to Finland to allow Iraqi asylum seekers
to stay in the northern European
country “at least some time longer”, the Finland Times reported.
Sabti confirmed that “Iraq does
not accept enforced and involuntary reparations of Iraqis to Iraq…
There are no refugee camps for
these people to go to if they have
no work or family.”
Nazli Tarzi is an independent
journalist whose writings and films
focus on Iraq’s ancient history and
contemporary political scene.
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Reconstruction in MENA

Landmines, insecurity, lack of funding challenge Iraq reconstruction

In this January 4th, 2016 file photo, Iraqi security forces and allied Sunni tribal fighters help trapped civilians cross from neighbourhoods under control of the Islamic State
to neighbourhoods under control of Iraqi security forces in Ramadi, 115km west of Baghdad, Iraq.

Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

I

“

t is a second Hiroshima.
The destruction is staggering. The whole place has
been turned into a ghost
city,” said Kamel Mubarak
Eid, describing al-Baker neighbourhood in Ramadi, the capital of
Anbar province west of Baghdad,
where his home once stood.
The 57-year-old was looking forward to resettling in the city but
landmines and unexploded ordnance, insecurity and poor funding
have prevented him and other displaced inhabitants from returning
eight months after Ramadi was liberated from the Islamic State (ISIS).
“The scene of destruction and
desolation is just beyond description. It wiped out the joy of returning to Ramadi after its liberation
from Daesh,” Eid said, using an Arabic acronym for ISIS.
The destruction extends to nearly every part of the city, once home
to 1 million people and now virtually empty. That did not discourage Eid from partially rebuilding
his home. “I borrowed 10 million
dinars ($8,000) to rehabilitate part
of the house. The complete reconstruction necessitates more than
double the amount, which I simply
cannot afford,” he said.

The destruction
extends to nearly
every part of Ramadi,
once home to 1 million
people and now
virtually empty.
“The local government is not
moving a single finger to help us. I
have filed many demands to have
the damage assessed for compensation payment but all my hopes vanished because the local authorities
suffer from a deep financial crisis,”
Eid added.
The number of displaced from
Anbar governorate amounts to onethird of the total displaced population of 3.2 million who fled ISIS
assaults two years ago. Many have
taken refuge in Kurdistan in the
north and provinces in the south.
Mohamad Ali Hamadi is another

displaced person from Ramadi who
decided to repair his home at his
own expense instead of waiting for
the Iraqi government.
“I had to pay from my own pocket to have the rubble removed and
clear the place from landmines and
explosives,” Hamadi said. “Ramadi’s houses and streets are all
littered with mines. ISIS has booby-trapped everything. The vast
quantity of mines could level the
entire city or what is left of it.”
Although Ramadi remains an
unsafe city, Hamadi returned with
his wife and 12 children, who have
been displaced for almost two years
living in a single room in Baghdad.
“I can afford to fix only one section of the house. The authorities
have abandoned us amid the vast
destruction. It requires robust efforts, both local and international,
to restore the city to its previous
state,” he said.
A UN analysis of satellite imagery
in February showed that approximately 5,700 buildings in Ramadi
and its outskirts had sustained
some level of damage since mid2014. Almost 2,000 buildings had
been destroyed.
The staggering devastation of
Ramadi and fear of landmines
pushed Thabet Mohamad, a
35-year-old teacher, to settle in
Baghdad after fleeing the ISIS assault.
“I am sort of settled in the capital
and my life is somehow stable. One
of my houses in Ramadi was destroyed and the second one has sustained extensive damage. In light of
the current economic crisis in the
country and the unstable security
situation, I don’t think any reconstruction project will see the light
anytime soon. That is why I don’t
even contemplate the possibility of
going back to Ramadi,” Mohamad
said.
Faleh al-Issawi, the deputy head
of the provincial council in the
mostly Sunni Anbar province, noted that the extent of destruction
varied in the province’s main cities but Ramadi sustained the most
damage.
“In the city of Hit, destruction
was estimated at only 3%, whereas
in Falluja it is 17% and in Ramadi it
is around 70%,” Issawi said.
The official acknowledged the

government’s failure to give compensation for war damage, noting that neither the local authorities nor the central government in
Baghdad had a budget for reconstruction.
“We were able to secure modest
amounts that we used to carry out
some infrastructure restoration
projects in the badly damaged cities,” Issawi said, adding that the
United Nations pledged to fund
seven reconstruction projects in
Falluja and 40 in Ramadi.

Economic expert
Bassem Jamil Antoine
said Iraq needs about
$60 billion to ensure
the reconstruction of
areas recaptured from
ISIS.
Seif Maamar, the head of the media office for the Anbar governor,
argued that close coordination at
the highest levels is taking place
between the governorate and the
central government in Baghdad to
get reconstruction efforts on track.
“Re-establishing security in the liberated areas starts with the restoration of primary public services and
the reconstruction of government
buildings and institutions in cooperation with the United Nations,”
Maamar said.
He acknowledged that the committee in charge of assessing damage and handling applications for
compensation has not disbursed
any money due to the lack of allocation by the central government.
Economic expert Bassem Jamil
Antoine said Iraq needs about $60
billion to ensure the reconstruction
of areas, including Ramadi, recaptured from ISIS. “Iraq will not be
able to afford the reconstruction of
these cities without international efforts and aid,” he said.
The reconstruction of Ramadi
and other devastated Iraqi cities
and the return of their displaced
residents will be among the biggest
challenges for the international
community to face.
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of The
Arab Weekly.

Yemen reconstruction costs
estimated at $15 billion

Yemeni security forces inspect unexploded ordnance confiscated
from al-Qaeda militants in Lahj province, east of the southern
port city of Aden.

Sana’a

R

econstruction of war-torn
Yemen could cost $15 billion, a cabinet minister
said.
“The World Bank estimates… $15 billion,” Abdulraqeb
Saif Fateh, Yemen’s minister of
Local Administration, said on the
sidelines of a workshop on Yemen’s
post-war recovery.
He gave no details of what the figure would cover but the war has left
Yemenis suffering from shortages of
food, water, sanitation and health
care.
Fateh, who is also chairman of
Yemen’s High Relief Committee,
spoke near the close of a two-day
workshop on “post-conflict recovery and reconstruction” in Yemen.
The workshop was attended by international donors and organised by
Yemen’s government and the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC).
The six-member GCC in December pledged a global conference on
the reconstruction of Yemen after
a political solution to the war is
reached.
Yemen was already the Arab
world’s poorest country when a
Saudi-led Arab coalition began air
raids in March 2015 and later sent
in ground forces to support Yemen’s
internationally recognised government
The coalition intervened after

Shia Houthi rebels and their allies
overran much of the country.
Saudi Arabia says the rebels have
received weapons from its regional
rival Iran, a charge Tehran denies.
More than half of the 6,600 people killed in Yemen in the fighting
have been civilians, the United Nations said.
Violence has intensified since UNbrokered peace talks in Kuwait were
suspended in early August.
Analysts expect no quick end
to the war, despite the recent announcement by US Secretary of
State John Kerry of a new peace initiative.
Fateh said it is “not easy to regain the trust” of donors after what
has happened but the government
pledges transparent and accountable programmes.
“The donors are ready but they
are requesting a safe environment
and that’s their right,” he said, adding that local partners and agencies
were ready to do their part.
In May, UN Special Envoy to Yemen Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed called
for “an economic rescue authority”
to save the Yemeni economy from
further deterioration. He said the
consultative body would include
experts proposed by Yemen’s warring parties.
It would be backed by the United
Nations, the World Bank and others.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Wealthy Qataris feeling the pinch
Tom Finn

Doha

F

ly economy class, share
an office, cancel journal
subscriptions: These are
some of the requests put
to government employees
in Qatar as low energy prices force
austerity even among the world’s
wealthiest citizens.
With huge offshore gas reserves,
a small population and billions
of dollars of foreign assets, Qatar
has weathered the global oil price
slump since mid-2014 better than
many of its Gulf Arab neighbours.
However, the decline in state energy income comes when Doha is
pursuing a $200 billion infrastructure upgrade for the 2022 FIFA
World Cup and building ports and
hospitals, squeezing finances and
leading to budget cuts.

The world’s top
liquefied natural gas
exporter faces a $12.8
billion budget deficit
this year.
The foreign workers who make
up the bulk of Qatar’s population of
2.3 million have borne the brunt of
cutbacks; thousands have lost their
jobs as the government has sought
to shield its citizens from the effects of austerity.
Still, the world’s top liquefied
natural gas exporter faces a $12.8
billion budget deficit this year, its
first deficit in more than a decade,
and has halved forecasts for economic growth.
Now, even the 300,000 citizens
of the world’s richest country per
citizen are feeling the pinch in a
shake-up of state entities, which
employ about 90% of Qatari workers.
“Your responsibility in light of the
falling oil prices is bigger,” Qatar’s
Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad alThani said in a November speech
that warned against “waste and extravagance”. He said the state could
no longer “provide for everything”
as the country diversifies its economy away from oil and gas.

Cars at a petrol station in Doha, Qatar.
The austerity measures may
be light compared with those felt
by expatriate workers and poorer
energy-producing countries but
they have unnerved some locals
for whom affluence and stellar economic growth have been the norm.
A merger of several ministries
this year did not affect the Qataris’
salaries or benefits, which are still
viewed as sacrosanct but did entail sharp cuts in “discretionary”
spending, according to three government ministry officials.
“We stopped receiving a daily paper,” said one of the officials, who
said colleagues had been encouraged not to fly business class and to
cut back on trips to overseas conferences.

An official from the Labour Ministry said as a result of the merger
hundreds of Qatari government
employees had been left with no
work since January as the government scrambled to find them new
positions while continuing to pay
their salaries.
Labour Ministry staff members
were told that travelling abroad for
further education while working
for the government — an appealing
aspect of the job for many Qataris —
was being limited to those pursuing
technical or vocational degrees, the
official said.
Qatari authorities said the oil
price slump provides an opportunity to curb the excesses of government agencies that have been

plagued by inefficiencies for years.
An economic adviser to the government, who also asked to remain
anonymous, said there was a freeze
on recruitment in some government departments and more scrutiny on spending. He said reducing
inefficiencies, while painful, would
benefit the state in the long run,
even once oil prices rebounded.
Many Qataris are drawn to public-sector positions, which typically
involve more favourable working
hours and better salaries and benefits than private companies.
It is not clear how successful the
efficiency drive has been, although
in the 2016 budget “minor capital
expenditure”, an area of discretionary spending that traditionally

includes smaller building projects
such as refurbishments, fell 70%
year-on-year.
Salaries account for $13.7 billion,
about one-quarter of Qatar’s expenditures.
Previous austerity steps in Qatar,
such as utility bill rises in late 2015
and a reduction in fuel subsidies
this year, have fallen hardest on
poorly paid foreign construction
workers — as will a 5% sales tax
on consumer goods and services
planned for 2018.
This trend risks increasingly
polarising the country between
wealthy Qataris at the top and Asian
blue-collar workers at the bottom.
(Reuters)

Barclays Bank accused of fraud
over undisclosed loan to Qatar
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

B

arclays Bank has been
accused of committing
fraud in giving Qatar an
undisclosed loan of $3 billion in 2008.
The loan was used to buy shares
in the bank, which needed the cash
during the financial crisis eight
years ago, the investment firm PCP
Capital Partners alleged in a lawsuit
filed September 1st against Barclays
1st at the High Court in London.
“Barclays’ October 2008 Capital
Raising was a fraud on its shareholders perpetrated through a series of unlawful transactions and
dishonest conduct towards existing
shareholders and prospective investors,” PCP stated in the lawsuit.
“Contrary to the manner in which
Barclays presented the Qatari participation in the October 2008 capital-raising to the market, in fact the
Qatari investors’ entire investment
was funded by Barclays.”
PCP Capital Partners is an investment firm founded by financier
Amanda Staveley.
Staveley argued that Barclays did
not award her Abu Dhabi investors
the same terms for the raising of
funds as the bank offered the Qataris. She is seeking more than $925

million in damages from Barclays
for “failing to pay the same fees to
her and her Abu Dhabi-based investors that it agreed to [pay] to Qatar”,
Sky News reported.
Staveley reportedly received
about $53 million in commissions
for her role in raising funds for
Barclays.
PCP helped Barclays secure an
investment of $4.6 billion from
Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed al-Nahyan, a member of Abu Dhabi’s royal
family.

If Barclays and PCP do
not agree on a
settlement, the case
could go to trial next
year.
In addition to failing to disclose
the loan, PCP alleged, Barclays also
did not make public a $370 million
payment to Qatar as fees for advisory services. PCP argued that the fees
Barclays paid to Qatar were not for
advisory services but intended to
recompense the Gulf state after the
bank’s share price slumped.
Barclays denied the allegations,
arguing that the fees paid to Qatar
were unrelated to the investment.
The bank added that the services
provided by the Qataris could not
have been provided by PCP and its
Abu Dhabi investors.
“We believe the claim against

Barclays is misconceived and without merit and Barclays will be vigorously defending it,” the bank said in
January.
If Barclays and PCP do not agree
on a settlement, the case could go to
trial next year.
Britain’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) had sought in 2013
to impose a $66 million 
fine on
Barclays for allegedly breaching the
rules related to the fees to Qatar but
the bank disputed the penalty.
The bank is also under an investigation by Britain’s Serious Fraud
Office (SFO) over its emergency fundraising from Qatar. The FCA case
is on hold, pending the outcome of
the SFO investigation, which is expected to conclude by the end of the
year.
The Qatari and Emirati investments in Barclays in 2008 kept the
bank from resorting to UK government aid, which would have been
at the expense of British taxpayers.
It also would have meant that the
British government would have influence in the bank’s policies.
The British government had offered a $660 billion rescue package
in response to the global financial
crisis to restore confidence in banks
and the financial market.
Mamoon Alabbasi is an Arab
Weekly contributing editor based in
London.

A branch of Barclays Bank in London.
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Iraq, Jordan pipelines in the works
Raied T. Shuqum

Iraq to support oil
output freeze at
OPEC meeting

Amman

O

il-desolate Jordan will
again benefit from Iraqi
crude and liquefied gas
for power generation,
with a planned double
pipeline that would help the kingdom reduce a soaring energy bill
that has threatened to bankrupt the
country.
Jordan, which imports 97% of
its energy needs, used to receive
crude oil from Iraq before Islamic
State (ISIS) militants took control of
much of western Iraq in 2014.
Since 2011, energy costs surged
in Jordan to about 15% of gross domestic product (GDP) after pipelines carrying cheap Egyptian gas,
which once generated 80% of Jordan’s electricity, were sabotaged.
A double pipeline is in the works
to export Iraqi crude oil and gas via
Jordan and provide the kingdom
with its oil and gas needs, estimated at 120,000-150,000 barrels of oil
a day.
Construction of an oil pipeline
between Iraq and Jordan is expected to start this year, Iraqi Ambassador to Jordan Safia al-Souhail said.
“Our government fully supports
this strategic multibillion-dollar
project and we expect the final call
on bids to be taken this year,” Souhail said.

Construction of an oil
pipeline between Iraq
and Jordan is expected
to start this year.
“Jordan, Iraq and Egypt will be
the main beneficiaries of the proposed $18 billion Basra-Aqaba pipeline project, which will help Egypt
and Jordan meet their growing domestic energy demand while boosting Iraq’s oil and gas exports.”
Basra is in southern Iraq. Aqaba
is a port on the Jordanian shores of
the Red Sea.
The project is expected to provide Jordan with its energy needs
and the rest of the resources would
be exported to international points
through Aqaba, generating an estimated $3 billion a year in revenues
for the kingdom. Egypt will benefit
by using its refineries to treat the
crude oil.
The proposed pipeline is projected to export 1 million barrels per
day (bpd) of Iraqi crude through
Jordan. Nearly 150,000 bpd will go

Excess gas burns off at a pipeline in the newly opened section of the oil refinery of Zubair, south-west
of Basra in southern Iraq.
to Jordan’s Zarqa oil refinery. Another tranche will feed Egyptian
refineries and the rest will be exported.
The project included another
pipeline to export about 7.3 million cubic metres of Iraqi natural
gas through Aqaba, feeding the
growing demand for natural gas in
Jordan and Egypt for power generation.
Jordanians opposing a gas supply
deal with Israel have long argued
that this pipeline project would be a
feasible alternative to dealing with
Israel.
“Many opposed the gas deal with
Israel, and for Jordan, this is a much
better deal. At least we are working towards a mutually beneficial
project with our brothers, Iraq and
Egypt. We have always had close
ties and this will benefit all of us
in the end,” economist Issam Qadamani said.
“The money generated for transit
fees from the pipeline will save the
Jordanian economy and help us to
rebuild our economy,” he said. “At
the same time, our neighbours are
also benefiting.”
A 1,680km pipeline project was
initially envisioned in 2013 on a
build, operate and transfer basis
with the pipeline running through
the western Iraqi province of An-

bar. In 2014, with most of Anbar
under the control of ISIS, security
concerns forced the Iraqi government to delay the project.
“Some international firms that
had bid for the project withdrew
their offers due to security fears,”
Qadamani said.
Iraqi government sources said
that a safer route for the pipeline
would go through Basra, Najaf, the
Iraq-Saudi border and then to Aqaba. Crude will then be exported by
oil tankers to Egyptian refineries or
to other international destinations.
“The adjacent natural gas pipeline will run from the town of Rumaila in southern Iraq to the town
of Maan in the south of Jordan. It
will then be linked to the existing
Arab gas pipeline to feed the Egyptian market,” Qadamani noted.
The first phase of the oil pipeline
would export 1 million barrels a day
from Basra to Aqaba. The second
phase would export a further 1.25
million barrels a day to the Syrian
Banias port on the Mediterranean.
“Obviously, the second phase of
this project is on hold until Syria
gets its security back,” Qadamani
said.
The Iraqi Oil Ministry received
a bid from a Jordanian-Chinese
consortium to build and operate
a 1 million-bpd crude oil export

pipeline to Aqaba for a service fee
and a throughput service charge,
compensating for construction and
fixed operating costs.
The main firms in the consortium
are China Petroleum Pipeline (CPP)
and private Jordanian company
Mass Global.
Two Iraqi companies have also
applied for the project and the applications are undergoing scrutiny.
The consortiums are waiting for
a final confirmation from Baghdad
to enter into exclusive negotiations
and to reach financial close in the
first half of 2017.

Jordan, which imports
97% of its energy
needs, used to receive
crude oil from Iraq.
“The pipeline would deliver
a new outlet for Iraq while it focuses on rejuvenating its energy
sector and provide an alternative
to the Iranian-controlled Strait of
Hormuz after Iran last year threatened to block the seaborne waterway if Western powers didn’t ease
their pressure over its nuclear programme,” said Qadamani.
Raied T. Shuqum is a journalist
based in Amman.

Central bank in the middle of Yemen conflict
Sami Aboudi
and Noah Browning

Dubai

T

he Saudi-backed exiled
Yemeni government has
decided that the Central
Bank of Yemen is an easier
target than the capital,
Sana’a, shielded from its troops by
60km of daunting mountains teeming with fighters.
A decree in August cutting the
bank from the outside world is
aimed at using economic pressure
to vanquish the Houthi fighters
of the Zaydi branch of Shia Islam,
who have ruled Sana’a and most
of northern Yemen for nearly two
years.

Poor and dry, Yemen
imports more than
90% of its food.
It means the Houthis may struggle to pay state employees, including teachers, doctors and the
soldiers from an army that mostly
fights on their side in the civil war.
It also means that millions of people
in territory controlled by both sides
will become poorer and a country
that imports 90% of its food may

Briefs

have no way to feed itself.
Diplomats, economic experts and
employees of the central bank itself
say the move risks destroying the
lifeline for millions of impoverished
Yemenis and pushing the Arabian
peninsula’s poorest country to the
edge of starvation.
“There is a trend… that what
could not have been achieved by
military means can be achieved
through the economy, through an
economic war,” said Rafat al-Akhali,
a former cabinet minister.
The moves against the central
bank were part of a strategy to “allow the economy to fail and that’s
going to put more pressure on the
Houthis” and their ally, ousted former president Ali Abdullah Saleh,
he said.
Yemen’s central bank, under veteran Governor Mohamed Bin Humam, is one of the last state institutions to survive the rift that split the
country when the Houthis took over
the capital and forced President Abd
Rabbo Mansour Hadi to flee.
Saudi Arabia and its Arab allies
accuse the Houthis of being pawns
of Iran and launched a military intervention to restore Hadi to power.
The Houthis have held on, having
made an alliance with Saleh, who
enjoys the support of most of the
military.

Despite meagre means, the central bank has continued to provide
lines of credit guaranteeing imports
and to pay the salaries of state employees, including troops in units
that have fought on both sides of
the conflict.
Sources in Hadi’s administration
have said the president was looking
to name a new board for the central
bank and a replacement for Bin Humam and to relocate the bank to the
southern port city of Aden, which is
under government control.

Yemen’s central bank,
under veteran
Governor Mohamed
Bin Humam, is one of
the last state
institutions to survive
the rift that split the
country.
Farea al-Muslimi, an analyst with
the Middle East Institute in Washington, said action against the central bank would cut “the only artery” holding the country together.
“It is ridiculous to think that you
can clone the central bank so quickly in Aden,” Muslimi said.
Hadi’s government asked international financial institutions to
block the central bank from access-

ing state funds abroad, accusing it
of guiding $4 billion in foreign exchange reserves towards the Houthi
war effort.
The bank denies that. Diplomats
say Yemen’s foreign exchange reserves are kept abroad and could
not be readily pilfered or paid out to
fighters in the country.
Nevertheless, the bank’s reserves
have eroded as the war has ground
on, eliminating revenue from oil
sales and other sources.
Hadi’s government recently announced that it would no longer
cooperate with the bank and would
withhold customs revenues and
revenues from oil exports that resumed in August.
Poor and dry, Yemen imports
more than 90% of its food, including most of its wheat and all its rice.
Some 21 million of Yemen’s 28 million people need some form of humanitarian aid and more than half
the population suffers from malnutrition.
Muslimi said any measures
against the central bank would be
more dangerous than the decision
to go to war itself.
“The president may think he will
be strangling the Houthis but he
will be strangling Yemen,” he said.
(Reuters)

Iraq would support a decision
by the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to
freeze oil output to prop up prices,
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi
said.
OPEC members are to meet informally in Algeria on the sidelines of
the International Energy Forum.,
which begins September 26th.
“We are with freezing production
at the OPEC meeting,” he said.
OPEC’s second-largest producer,
after Saudi Arabia, Iraq has previously sent contradictory signals
about its position.
Oil Minister Jabar al-Luaibi said
recently that Iraq plans to play “a
very active role” with other OPEC
members to support prices while,
at the same time, expanding its own
output, which stands at about 4.6
million barrels per day.
Iraq funds 95% of its budget
through oil sales. Its economy is
reeling under the double impact of
lower crude prices and the cost of
fighting the Islamic State.
(Reuters)

Cyprus, Egypt sign
deal paving way
for gas pipeline
Cyprus and Egypt have signed an
agreement paving the way for the
supply of Cypriot natural gas to the
Arab country through an envisioned
pipeline.
Cypriot Energy Minister Yiorgos
Lakkotrypis and Egyptian Petroleum Minister Tarek el-Molla said the
deal sets the political framework for
additional commercial agreements
that will determine the details of
how, where and when the gas will
reach Egypt.
The two officials said after signing
the deal that future agreements will
determine whether the gas will be
used for Egypt’s domestic needs or
be exported to other markets.
Lakkotrypis said the target date
for gas to reach Egypt is between
2020-22 but officials will look to expedite this.
The Aphrodite gas field, discovered in 2011 off Cyprus’ southern
coast, is estimated to contain more
than 4 trillion cubic feet of gas.
(The Associated Press)

Turkey opens
bridge between
continents in
megaproject drive
Turkey has opened one of the
world’s biggest suspension bridges,
the latest megaproject in a $200 billion building spree.
The bridge creates a new link
across the Bosporus Strait, which
divides Asia and Europe. It is built
in the style of New York’s Brooklyn
Bridge and boasts pylons higher
than the Eiffel Tower. It is 1.4km
long and 59 metres wide, with eight
vehicle lanes and two high-speed
rail lines.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan is seeking to use such projects to drive economic growth and
secure a place as Turkey’s most
significant leader since the modern
republic’s founder Mustafa Kemal
Ataturk.
“Be proud of your power, Turkey,” said a TV advertisement before
the opening of the $3 billion Yavuz
Sultan Selim Bridge on the edge of
Istanbul. It is named after a 16thcentury Ottoman ruler.
(Reuters)
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Iraq’s media are still censored
Ahmed Twaij

London

T

he importance of freedom
of the press is unquestioned. Without freedom
of the press, the Panama
Papers and News of the
World scandals would never have
surfaced. Freedom of the press vitally provides accountability for a
government to its citizens, ensuring any allegations can be investigated, something the increasingly
corrupt Iraqi government lacks.
Following the fall of Saddam
Hussein in 2003, the liberation of
media rules produced a flurry of
new media outlets in Iraq. Paul
Bremer, head of the Coalition Provisional Authority, at the time stated:
“Three weeks after I got to Baghdad
there were already a hundred newspapers being printed in Baghdad.”
Today, Iraq boasts 49 free-to-air
satellite channels. At many Iraqi
news conferences the speaker is
surrounded by so many branded
microphones that it is sometimes
impossible to see who is talking.
Despite the number of media outlets, Iraq ranks 153rd out of 180 in
Reporters Without Borders’ World
Press Freedom Index. Freedom
House stated that Iraq’s media are
“not free”, scoring it 72 out of 100
on the Press Freedom Score.

Despite the number of
media outlets, Iraq
ranks 153rd out of 180
in Reporters Without
Borders’ World Press
Freedom Index.
Since 2014, the Iraqi government
has played an increasing role in
media censorship even though the
post-Saddam constitution pledged
to protect freedom of speech.
The Communications and Media Commission, as part of the war
against the Islamic State (ISIS), released vague directions on how the
media should report the affairs of
the country. Guidelines suggested
that only positive news stories
should be released and stories that
do “not accord with the moral and
patriotic order required for the war
on terror” were banned.
Being ambiguous, the guidelines

Iraqi security forces stand guard outside the headquarters of the Iraqi journalists’ syndicate in Baghdad during the 2014 press syndicate
elections.
have been used to pressure various
media agencies into inaccurate reports or forced some to shut down.
In early 2016, Qatar-based Al Jazeera had its licence to operate in
Iraq revoked for apparently “continuing violations and offences and
persistent media discourse instigating violence and sectarianism”.
Local media such as al Baghdadia,
a channel popular among the Sunni
minority, were also shut down.
Albasheer Show, an internationally acclaimed satirical TV programme presented in the same
light as Comedy Central’s Daily
Show, suffered a similar fate and
was forced off Al Sumaria by the
government. The programme,
which has enjoyed online success,
refused to change its style, which
pokes fun at those deemed corrupt,
both governmental and religious
authorities, figures who are otherwise regarded as infallible by the
wider society.
Media censorship is not limited
to the government. Journalists attempting to disclose allegations of

corruption live in fear of retribution. Zahir al-Fatlawi was fined 1
million dinars — about $850 — for
attempting to shed light, with evidence, on corruption within the
Ministry of Housing.
In a similar case, Adnan Hussein,
editor-in-chief of Baghdad-based
al Mada, wrote an article criticising Iraqi Foreign Minister Ibrahim
al-Jaafari only to be met with death
threats. Examples such as these
have created an environment of
fear for journalists.
The diversity of Iraq’s media reflects the variety in the political
sphere. Each political party, militia
and occasionally individual governmental figure has its own satellite channel. Undoubtedly, none of
these non-independent channels
dare say anything against the narrative their sponsors address.
Some of Iraq’s largest channels
are affiliated with large parties.
Examples include al Forat TV and
Ammar Hakim’s Islamic Supreme
Council of Iraq, al Afaq supporting
ex-prime minister Nuri al-Maliki

and Baladi being loyal to Jaafari.
Although Iraq has a variety of
channels, the lack of independence
means the quality of media coverage is poor and severely biased.
According to the Committee to
Protect Journalists and the Brussels Tribunal, Iraq is one of the
most dangerous places in the world
to work as a journalist. ISIS has
played a massive role in the danger; however, the various sects and
militias flourishing within Iraq are
also often a threat to media members.
Due to Iraq’s weak government,
the law is in the hands of one of the
many factions that have the ability to use force. Should a journalist
speak out against one of the powerful political parties or religious
scholars, he puts his life at risk. In
April, journalists from al Nas and
al Mustaqabal were attacked after
criticising a Shia cleric.
Let us not forget that Iraq is
placed within the backdrop of high
levels of censorship within the
wider Middle East and, compared

to other countries within the region, Iraq has far greater levels of
freedom. Nonetheless, Iraq is taking steps backward with a draft bill
proposing to further limit freedom
of expression being met by opposition from the Iraqi Union for Freedom of Expression.
For Iraq to progress, to prevent
further corruption and figures
acting dauntlessly in their self-interests, freedom of press must be
maintained. Each allegation of corruption must be fully investigated
and not met with death threats.
Without accountability, corruption will remain enshrined within
the failing government much like
the sectarianism that the new bills
promised to remove.
Ahmed Twaij is a British doctor,
born to Iraqi parents, researching
in Iraq for a master’s degree
in global health with conflict,
security and development from
King’s College London. He
is also a freelance writer and
photojournalist.

Palestinians face a trilateral crackdown

View poi nt

Sharif
Nashashibi

H

uman Rights
Watch has released
a report accusing
Palestinian
authorities in the
West Bank and
Gaza Strip of “arresting, abusing
and criminally charging journalists and activists who express
peaceful criticism”.
“The crackdown directly
violates obligations that Palestine recently assumed in ratifying international treaties
protecting free speech,” the
report added.
The report joins a growing list
of others documenting human
rights abuses by both the
Fatah-led Palestinian Authority
(PA), which governs parts of the
West Bank, and Hamas, which
has governed Gaza since 2007.
They have both used their rivalry
as a pretext to maintain and

There is a growing
public sense that both
factions have become too
comfortable in their own
fiefdoms.

intensify their respective
crackdowns, with each faction
smearing any dissent or unflattering reporting as an act of
sabotage by the other.
This intolerance is fuelled by
two seemingly opposing sources.
On the one hand, the geographic
separation and isolation of the
West Bank and Gaza and the help
Israel gives the PA in driving
Hamas underground in the West
Bank have solidified the feud
between the Palestinian factions
as well as their monopolies on
power.
Hamas knows the PA cannot
challenge it in Gaza and the PA
knows its rival cannot do so in
the West Bank, so they both feel
relatively free to govern with
increasing authoritarianism. This
has resulted in stagnation in both
territories, with two one-party
systems claiming to represent
Palestinian interests.
A lack of national elections
since 2006 means Hamas has
ruled Gaza for almost a decade
and Mahmoud Abbas has been PA
president for almost 12 years,
despite his term officially ending
almost eight years ago. The
Palestinian Authority announced
in June that municipal elections
would take place in October and
Hamas agreed to participate.

However, bickering erupted
immediately, threatening to
scupper the vote.
This leads to the other motivation behind the crackdowns:
They may not feel threatened by
each other but they know that
Palestinians are increasingly fed
up with the status quo of Israeli
occupation, colonisation and
blockade, in addition to their
own leaders’ political infighting
and economic mismanagement.
Not only have both parties
roundly failed to realise Palestinian national aspirations but the
PA insists on security cooperation with Israel despite the vast
majority of Palestinians opposing
this.
There is a growing public sense
that both factions have become
too comfortable in their own
fiefdoms, placing party politics
and preservation above national
interests. Privately aware of this,
Hamas and the PA are trying to
ensure this increasing public
frustration does not boil over and
threaten their positions.
Opinion polls indicate that
most Palestinians want Abbas to
resign. There were mass protests
recently in Nablus, the West
Bank’s second-largest city, after a
Palestinian was allegedly
detained and beaten to death by

The great
tragedy in all
this is that
Palestinians
not only
have to
contend with
abuses by
Israel but
also by their
own leader.

PA security forces.
In the case of Gaza, Hamas has
little incentive to abide by
international treaties protecting
free speech because they were
ratified by the PA. This further
highlights the bipolarity of
Palestinian politics, which is
sustained by the international
community’s insistence on only
dealing with the Palestinian
Authority.
The great tragedy in all this is
that Palestinians not only have to
contend with abuses by Israel but
also by their own leaders, those
who claim to represent a national
liberation movement that is
supposed to champion and
respect Palestinians’ fundamental rights.
It would be the height of irony
and folly for Hamas and the PA to
assume that they can indefinitely
silence Palestinian dissent, when
both factions have proudly
highlighted the people’s steadfastness in resisting decades of
Israeli oppression. There is no
reason to believe that Palestinians would more willingly accept
suppression by their own
leaders; the contrary may indeed
be the case.
Sharif Nashashibi is a journalist
and analyst on Arab affairs.
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Mihbaj sheds light on Syrian conflict
Dunia El-Zobaidi

London

S

yria was once seen as a
peaceful grinder of all religious ethnicities, just
like a mihbaj, Arabic for
“coffee grinder”, which is
the title of a play that sheds light
on the humanitarian tragedy of the
Syrian war.
Playwright Riad Ismat highlights
the effect of war on a family and its
members’ struggle to identify who
to support after the outbreak of the
conflict in 2011, which has since
degenerated into fully fledged war.
Naifeh is an elderly Palestinian
refugee in Syria and a mother of
three sons, who are the characters
in Mihbaj. One son is sent to fight
with the regime, leaving his mother and two brothers, both farmers, behind. As drought continues
in Syria, the sons encourage their
mother to leave the home she had
settled in many years ago but she
dreads being a refugee again.

Syria was once seen as
a peaceful grinder of
all religious
ethnicities, just like a
mihbaj, Arabic for
“coffee grinder.”
“Naifeh’s age was her greatest
strength and weakness because
she has been a refugee for almost
her entire life. Given what she
had to settle for (as a Palestinian
refugee), she could not contemplate the idea of going through
that again. Her only concern is her
sons,” said Nicole Palomba, who
played Naifeh.
“Her character is essential because of her age. Of course, her
sons… are naive in the way they

see the war in terms of being black
and white, while she sees it with a
tint of grey,” commented Lighting
and Sound Designer Sari Shrayteh.
“Even though one of her sons
is (fighting) with the regime, she
thinks there could be something
good about it. However, the other
two sons deny any grey area completely. She is the most aware character of all,” Shrayteh added.
Naifeh continuously accuses her
sons Jasem and Adnan of being
jealous of their brother Fares who
has left for war but the brothers
insist they disagreed with Fares’s
actions only.
“It’s beyond jealousy,” explains
Blain Neale, who plays Jasem.
“Jasem doesn’t see Fares in the
same light anymore after he left for
war. He thinks that Fares had abandoned him so it’s more resentment
than jealousy,” Neale said.
According to Shrayteh: “Jasem
is pushed into violence because
of the regime and their violence,
but at the same time he thinks the
mother favoured Fares.”
“I don’t think that she (the
mother) does love him (Fares)
more. Actually, she didn’t see him
change because he’s been away for
so long. Last time she saw Fares,
he was a doe-eyed nationalist and
she has no idea what he is like
now,” Palomba said.
As far as the brothers are concerned, Fares is a face of the regime and stands for the wrongs
that the regime has committed
and the miseries of war that befell
them. “They see (Fares’ action) as
a betrayal as they believe he has
joined the wrong side,” Shrayteh
said.
“Adnan felt betrayed because
Fares had the choice to postpone
his enrolment in national (military)
service but he didn’t. Fares was
getting all the praise for bringing in
money while Adnan works just as

Scene from Mihbaj, a play on the humanitarian aspect of the Syrian conflict, at the Theatre Royal
Stratford East, London.
(Photo: Aslam Husain)
hard but, because of the drought,
it’s hard to get anything out of it.”
said Ricky Shah, who plays Adnan
and Fares.
The cast, the creative team and
the director’s crew did their own
research to help them understand
the humanitarian aspect of the
Syrian conflict, which has turned
into an international proxy war
and turned millions of Syrians into
refugees, in addition to tearing
apart families by animosity and fanatic allegiances.
“I tried to find the physicality of
the Syrian people. We watched a

lot of newscasts especially when
people are agitated in their debates,” Assistant Director Ryan
Lester said.
“My character (Adnan/Fares)
leaned more towards the peshmerga (Kurdish fighters). I thought the
character needed some dependability and things have got to get
better. I related the family in the
play to my own family. I have an
older brother and a younger sister
and I think I am the favourite in my
family! So I guess it was hard for
my character to accept he wasn’t
the favourite,” Shah said.

Shrayteh had a first-hand experience with conflict and its effect on
the people that proved to be very
handy.
“I lived in Lebanon for 21 years!
I was very interested in the Lebanese civil war, the politics of the
region and the dynamics of power.
After you remove the politics and
propaganda of war, what remain
are the effects of it on the family.
Our work is more towards the human side rather than political.’
Shrayteh said.
Mihbaj was staged at the Theatre
Royal Stratford East in London.
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Agenda
Byblos:
September 8th-12th
The Lebanon Latin Festival takes
place in Edde Sands with more than
90 artists from around the world.
Dance workshops are scheduled in
Salsa, Bachata, Kizomba, cha cha
cha, hip-hop, Samba, Lambada,
Oriental, Dabke and Afro-Cubano.
Performances are also on the agenda.

Dubai:
September 8th-16th
The Dubai International Dance Festival is a multi-arts event that has a
reputation for attracting well-known
dance companies, classical dance
academies, youth orchestras, bands
and music ensembles from around
the world. The festival is a catalyst
for the creation of new works and
creative activities, with an education programme and artistic collaborations involving organisations
throughout the United Arab Emirates, the Middle East and the world.

Bedouin tents made of wool or cotton in Al Jourd eco-village in Hermel in north-eastern Lebanon.
Marrakech:
September 16th-18th

Lebanon’s Al Jourd
where silence has
a sound
Khaled Abdel Malek

Hermel, Lebanon

I

n the shadow of Qurnat as Sawda, Lebanon’s highest peak, is
a hidden ecological sanctuary
offering peace of mind, taking
body and soul away from chaotic Beirut and hectic city life. Al
Jourd eco-village where visitors can
hear “the sound of silence” sits on
a plateau at the junction of Hermel,
Donniyeh and Akkar mountains in
the wild and remote north-eastern
Lebanon.
Spanning an area of 900,000 sq.
metres, Al Jourd is in the heart of a
natural reserve known for its centenary juniper trees starting at 1,500
metres above sea level and culminating in Qurnat as Sawda at 3,089
metres.

Spanning an area of
900,000 sq. metres,
Al Jourd is in the
heart of a natural
reserve.
No power generators or sounds of
machinery disturb the quiet as everything there is powered with solar
panels. “The place is so quiet that
silence has a sound,” environmentalist and owner Hussein Allaw said.
“From here, you can admire the
hills of the Mount Lebanon chain

and, on a clear day, one can see
as far as the Lebanese and Syrian
coastlines and even the island of Arwad (off Syria),” added Allaw.
Accommodations in Al Jourd are
limited to 11 Bedouin tents built in
a traditional way from recyclable
material, including goat wool and
cotton. Paths between tents are
marked with ropes and the area is
designed to be an entirely “durable
green development” as all the materials used for its construction come
from the region and developed the
local microeconomics, Allaw said.
“The food that is served here is
100% produced in the area of Hermel and prepared by local people
in the old-style way,” he said. “You
will get qawarma (traditional meat
cooked in its own fat) from sheep
grazing in the nearby fields, kishk
(cracked wheat and yogurt) from
the milk of cattle bred in the Bekaa
valley and fruits and vegetables
grown locally,” Allaw boasted.
The location is a paradise for trekkers who can choose among a number of paths of different lengths
and levels of difficulty. For those
not willing to make the effort, allterrain vehicles rides are available
and visitors can travel around the
reserve on narrow scenic tracks.
Several paths lead to the edge of
one of Lebanon’s most picturesque
valleys, Wadi Jahannam, Arabic for
“the valley of hell”. A small forest
of the country’s millennium cedar trees overlooks the wadi to the
south.

Mount Lebanon and Wadi Jahannam view from the cedars forest
near Al Jourd eco-village in north-eastern Lebanon.

The Oasis Music Festival celebrates
electronic music. In its second year,
the festival takes place at the Source
Music Resort in Marrakech and
includes three days of performances
from international electronic musicians such as David August, Omar
Souleyman and Prins Thomas.

Tangier:
September 22nd-25th
The 17th Tangier’s Jazz Festival hosts
renowned international and local
jazz artists for one of Morocco’s premier cultural events. Festival guests
have the opportunity to attend free
street performances, free dance
courses and jazz concerts.

London:
October 21st-November 6th
The Nour Festival of Arts highlights
the best contemporary Middle
Eastern and North African arts and
culture each October and November
in venues across Kensington and
Chelsea in London. The festival
programme features exhibitions,
music, cinema, food, talks and dance
performances.

An all-terrain vehicle on dirt tracks in the reserve at Al Jourd
eco-village in Hermel in north-eastern Lebanon.
“I would rather name it ‘the valley of Eden’,” said Allaw. “Even during summer you have water flowing
in the course of the canyon and it
is evergreen with a variety of wild
flowers and plants.”
Adventurous visitors can go on
a rafting trip on the nearby Al-Assi
river with experienced instructors
for beginners. The stretch of the
river popular with rafting features
three waterfalls to keep the heart
racing and the adrenaline pumping.
There are also calmer, smoother
stretches where rafters can sit back
and enjoy the scenery.
When Allaw opened his eco-village 15 years ago, he wanted to set a
trend in terms of sustainable development and eco-friendly tourism.
Although no government initiatives
have been taken in support of this
type of tourism, it has not impeded
Allaw and those like him from wanting to put Lebanon on the international scene of sustainable and responsible tourism.
“I wish that the government supports projects like Al Jourd. I would
be thankful if the Ministry of Tourism helps us only in promoting our
site,” he said. “For the moment we
are the only ecological village in this
area but a few of them are expected
to open soon, hopefully.”
The backlash of the conflict in
neighbouring Syria, which affected
tourism in the entire region, also
had a deep effect on business in Al

Jourd, which is a few kilometres
from the Syrian border.
“In the good seasons, we received
up to 1,200 people (annually) but
due to the bad security and political situation lately the number has
dropped to only 400,” said Allaw
with a sigh.
“The project attracts all kind of
customers, especially people looking to live a unique experience in
a fully eco-friendly environment,
enjoying healthy food and admiring
extraordinary scenery.”
Allaw employs six to ten people
from surrounding villages depending on the season and the number
of visitors.
The site is equipped with showers
and toilets. Hot water is provided
by solar panels, and wastewater is
recycled.
For $65 per day, including the rent
of the tent and three gargantuan
meals prepared with local produce,
visitors can enjoy a unique eco-experience.
They can even sip a tasty homemade arak, the traditional Lebanese
alcoholic beverage distilled from
anise, while enjoying a magnificent
sunset near juniper trees.
The Al Jourd website is at http://
www.aljord.org/aljord_project/aljord/aljord.htm.
Khaled Abdel Malek is an Arab
Weekly contributor in Lebanon and
Oman.

Abu Simbel, Egypt:
October 22nd
Twice a year during the Abu Simbel
Sun Festival, people gather at the
Abu Simbel temple, built along the
banks of the Nile by Pharaoh Ramses
II in the 13th century BC, to see the
sunrise provide a unique show. The
temple is situated so that twice a
year — during February and October
— on the anniversaries of the birth
and coronation of Ramses II, the
sun lights up an internal chamber.
After viewing statues of Ramses and
Queen Nefertari, visitors celebrate
by enjoying food as well as the dance
and singing programmes arranged by
local residents.

Tunis:
October 28th-November 5th
The Carthage Film Festival is an
annual festival that showcases films
from the Maghreb, Africa and the
Middle East. In its 27th edition, the
festival will take place in Tunis and
other regions of Tunisia over eight
days. A parallel programme will
include world cinema projections,
seminars, debates and meetings. The
2016 festival will celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the event’s founding
in 1966.
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